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by Jack Rush
THE IMAGES seem. so familiar now:
acres of snow-covered automotive inventory; sidewalks filled with ·folks
stretchin~_ out of newly-opened unemployment offices: the breadlines of the
1970s. Huge freeway billboards tallying, unit by Unit, the annual automotive
p_roduction on six-foot-high odomete~s
which, this winter, hardly turn at all.
Detroit may once again be .the .
guard of a wrenchin~ contraction for
the nation.
American auto corporations had their
worst December since 1951. Production
totaled 7 .3 million cars for calendar
1974, down -23% from 1973 and the
worst non-st:rike year in over a decade.
Few expect next year will bring a
rebound. Henry Ford II has spoken:
' ' ... the auto industrr approaches the
dimensfons of depression.''
!}~ the end of Ja_nuar_y~_ 300,000 auto
~-- , __ . wofkers,, well over one-third of the
.. •:·
~. ~- workfOl'ce; ·wm have been placed on

·December meeting· the GM leadership
discussed the possibility of the industry
contrac_ting to 5.5 million sales in model
1975.
.
If the decline is severe it will shake
the natic;mal economy. There are motor
vehicle plants in thirty-six ·states.
Workers in twenty-four states assemble cars and trucks. Automotive production and related industries contribute 17% of the GNP. Listen to one
oracle of the bourgeoisie, a market'
researcher quoted in Bus'iness Week:
''If confidence stays down for six
months and there is no wage and price
freeze, 400,000. production-line auto
workers wrn be out of work. Another
two miliion who supply them indirectly
will also be out. And it spreads from
ther,e."
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Nµmn's·inability to keep the Watergate affair effectively under wraps
proved the old maxim that you can't
fool all the p~ople all the time. Successful coverups, like those of the Kennedys, King, and Malcolm X assai;isinations, require a measure of official
confirmation of what was uncovered to
begin.with.
President Ford could not simply deny
Seymour Hirsh' s exposures of domestic
operations"by the CIA in the pages of
the .new York Times as Nixon did with
Bernstein and Woodward's Watergate
revelations. Instead h~ impaneled a
group of the most partial men in· the
country to confirm the . wrongdoings,
repriment the CIA, and leave the
fundamental questions of human rights
and corporate power untouched.
Certainly Ford would have preferred
to follow Nixon's example and sweep
the whole affair under the rug, but the
world of America's rulers has been
changed, perhaps permanently, by
Watergate. The Watergate e~pos_ures
destroyed some strong men. They certainly frightened many more .. And in a
time of tremendous power changes and
dislocations in government, f~r, personal ambition, and political disagreements among those in power lead to the
kind of leaks that prompted the Hirsh
stories. In spite· of the panel's best
efforts, we may see more leaks.

h~~;~::fu;~ii~~f
Chrysler's especiall~ h:11'd. hit opera£ions. Th4s the nation s f1~h large~t
metropolitan area may preview what s
coming.
·
~ig Three and parts supplier's layoffs have pushed unemployment well
above 10%, reduced tax revenues,
severely strained city and state budgets
and thus further eroded already poor
social services. Buses, Detroit's only·
mass transit, are being cut back. Fifteen -hundred city workers are already
slated for layoffs and more will follow.
The only growth industry in to'wn is the
dole. · The Michigan Employment
Security Commission, processing new
claims by the tens of thousands each
week, has added -1,000 new workers
and opened twelve new branches. The
number of citizens re<;eiving food
stamps has doubled.
Yet the full impact of the contraction
lies ahead. That will come when and if
the auto workers•· supplementary unemployment benefits (SUB) funds collapse:Th~ JJAW wonSUB in 1955, improved it in subsequent contrtcts; and
have touted it as a major step toward an
assured annual income.
The SUB mechanism is simple-and
inaqequate. For every man-hour
worked the company pays seven to
twelve cents into the fund. Workers
with more than one year of seniority are
entitled, in normal times, to from
twenty-six to fifty-two weeks of benefits which supplement the regular state'
unemployment compensation. After
some n1it,1or deductions, this brings an
auto worker's down-time income to
more thap 90 % of his or her regular
wage.
But these are not normal times. The
mass layoffs hav.e put a steady drain on
the SUB funds. With fewer folks in the
shops the funds accumulate less rapidly. When the state, compensltion runs
out after the thirty-ninth week, SUB
must take up the slack. Under such·
1 0
;

Despite the winte;_p.roduction freeze,·inventory still gluts the lots. Chrysler
has enough cars now to last well into
SJ!ring. GM and Ford are not much
better 0 ·ff,' Public woofing about mid,-_

nounced it will postpone a new su?compact and rely on the !apane_se-bmlt
Colt. Even truck production, an in?rea~in~ly import~nt ~puree of profits ·1:1
recent years, 1s bemg cut back. At their

ocky heads CIA panel:
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Although the auto indtistry dispersed
i~:~rnationally long ago,

__ nati??~~ly an.?

WHO'S WHO: THE CIA
CONNECTIONS
Panel inemb~rs have had direct connections with the CIA in the recent
past. Chairman Rockefeller himself sat
for five years on the Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, a direct policy
link between the CIA and the White
House. Rockefeller interests. abroad
have had close dealings with the CIA
for many years, particularly in Latin
·
'
American countries.
Wpo are the other ~embers of the
panel?
• • C. Pouglas Dillon, former treasury secretary and undersecretary of
state, is a major figure in the Rockefeller wing of the ruling class. In 1968,
Dillon participated in a Council for Foreigh Relations panel that recommended
increased domestic activities for the
CIA. (The CFR.is a major policy making
organization outside the officialgovernme_nt apparatus.)
.
.
• Lane Kirkland of the AFL~CIO has
been an important figure in the American Institute for Free Labor Development (see New American Movement,·
October 1974), a CIA front group that
subverts progressive forces in· Latin
American labor movements. The·
AIFLD was instrumental in the coup
that overthrew the elected government
of Allende in September 1973. In addition, Kirkland sits on several Rockefeller brothers' advisory panels, not-

ru

ably Nelson's panel on "Critical
choices;." ·
·• Edgar Sha:r.inon, former president
of the University of Virginia and one of
the panel' s··"liber_~ls," worked closely
with the CIA in campus recruitment.
He is a close friend of the current
secretary of- defense, James Schlesinger, past director·of the CIA.
0
John Conner is the former secretary of commerce and P,resident of
Allied Chemical Co. When the CIA's
Bay of Pigs operation proved a fiasco in
(Continued on back page I
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NAM. Editorial

Chasing America's
Runaw~y Economy

,.:.....,

The National Interim Committee voted at its
November meet-ing to write an editorial each month,
taking a position or outlining debate on important
questions of interest to NAM members. and readers.
Future editorials will deal with such subjects as
·socialist-feminism, busing, the Mideast and oil, and
food, famine and population. Readers are encourqged to respond to the editorials or to send suggestions for what should go in theTTJ,.

THE CLUTCH IS. SLIPPING on the American
economy-if, indeed, anyone is driving at all. Consumer prices are increasing by 12% a year. Real
wages are below their 1965 level. Accordin,g to official figures, which onfy count people actively looking
fox work, unemployment is now 7 % . lf '' discouraged
workers" ar'e counted, unemployment is now as high
as 14% .By any measure, we're in a recession.
Everyone but Ford has been saying as much fm:·
over a year-he has only recently admitted it. In
denying its existence he has naturally opposed any
measures that m.i~ht have gotten production going
again. The fact is that Ford has wanted a recession
all along. Re is doing what he thinks is best for busi- ness as a whole, even if it is not best for some businesses and certainly not for .American workers.
Capitalists need periodic recessions in order to discipline labor and stop inflation.

·value of oµtstanding debts and the cost& of planned
investments and raw materials.
Using a re~ession to.stop inflation may seem humorous today, as we enjoy the best of both. But it
remains an important part of government and,
business strategy. People buy less when they are
unemployed; so -a recession reduces the total
demand for goods and services. This reduction in
demand should e!lse inflation~when deman.d falls,
·
prices should stop rising.
In the past the federal government has fairly
smooth]y manipulated the budget and monetary
system to prevent wages or prices from going too·
high. Throughout the fifties and early sixties it was
able to produce a regular cycle of mild recessions following periods of· prosperity arid expansion. But
today: the economy seems more and more out of control. Jerry Ford finds his job- harder than he expected, Betty Ford .recently confided to reporters.
And it is not just because of his personal limitations.
The worldwide crisis- facing U.S. capitalism today
makes smooth management of domestic problems
increasingly difficult,

allowed imports to capture a rising share of U.S.
markets. The result was the monetary crisis of 1971
and the two devaluations of the dollar. Since the
second c;levaluation in 1973, the U.S. has again held
a surplus of exports over imports in all non-oil trade.
But the threat_ of competition remains strong, particularly whenever prices rise faster here than _abroad.
In other words, events in the third world add to in-flationary pressures, while competitiol} with industrial countries adds to the importance .of controlling
inflation.
THE NEW DOMESTIC PROBLEMS

· Changes in the domestic economy are also reducing the effectiveness of government policy. The increasing concentration of business-the growing
control of the economy by the -few hundred largest
corporations~expands the sector of. the economy
KEEPING LABOR FROM GETTING TOO
most· resi§tant to the anti-inflationary pressures of
AGGRESSIVE
recession.
---,_,.1
-...
A recession will stop price increases in the com, _
A long period without a recession strengthens.
petitive sector of the economy, where businesses are
")-- --:
labor's bargaining position. In. times of nearly .full
most n~spo_nsive ~ . { t 1 ! ! ~ - ~ __:.r:'-1/
·employment, workers -ar~more -ready· t1> go"i>ut-mr-:
.. =--=,.,,WJieB• aemand 'drops, co~struction cfflTipanies, gail-: - ~ - ~ - strike. Other-jobs are easy to' ge£,' while businesses·~ :::
stations, cattle farmers, and independent truckers
find it too·expensive to replace workers who leave. In
In relations\. w~tp. third world couptries, the
must tower their prices or go out of business. But re-f' \
economic expansions, worl,rnr~ strike more often
\Tietnam war was the end of an era. The U.S.
ce~ion has much less effect on price increases in the
than in recessions, and gain better contracti:,.
failure after a decade of all-out military effort, and
dominant monopoly sector of the economy, where
i
the domestic opposition aroused by the war, make
businesses are partially able to resist the pressures
;;···
In fact, after a few years of expan~ion, wages usu'ally start cutting into profits. In the late 1960s, for
of supply and demand. To take an extreme ·case,
future interventions nearly impossible. The change
example, total -profits reached a peak iri 1966 and
this produces in world power relations is immense: if
auto companies, faced with the worst sales slump in
·the 1973 energy crisis l}ad occurred in 1963, the U.S.
decades, raised prices this year.
then declined, while total real wages continued to
would surely have invaded_ the Middle East. While
rise through 1969. 1
In other words, a recession tries to stop inflation at
A recession ends all this. With unemployment risthe constant stream of anti-Arab propaganda may be
the cost of labor and small business. If those sectors
fag, workers are worried about holding onto their
an attempt to prepare us for such a war, any visible
of the economy caused inflation, it would probably
·•
U.S. military activity abroad will be far more diffiwork. Even optimistic forecasters, however, expect
jobs, less ~illing to strike, more cautious in their decult and suspect in the· future than in the past.
·
that the current recession will only reduce. ii;iflation
mands. Businesses are more able to .resist labor
The oil producing countries have been able to gain
from 12% to 8%.
\
demands, knowing it is easy to replace their
control of substantial_ new income. Other rawThere are important forces opposing the use of reworkers.
material-producing nations may follow their lead.
The advantage for capitalists cotnes not during the
cession to stop inflation. Some businessmen fear
This causes a real, though freqently exaggerated,
recession, when profits as well as wages fall, but imthat the rising debt levels of many corporations, a
mediately afterward-after the government has
inflationary push in the U.S. and other industrial
product of the almost uninterrupted expansion since
steppedjn to stimulate production through tax cuts,
1961, could. lead during a prolonged recession to a
capitalist countries, which clearly cannot be controlled by domestic economic policy.
looser credit, and increased social spending. With
series of corporate bankruptcies. Fear of bankruptlabor newly disciplined by un~mployment, · wage
The American oJl companies have acc~pted the
cies among Chrysler, Lockhee<;i, and other industrial
demands are moderate, and profits rise faster than
giants helped force an early end to t~e 1970-71
takeovers of their wells by the oil-producing nations··
and simply passed on 100% or more of the resulting
recession.
wages. Since unemployment usually remains high
costs to U.S. consumers. This pi;-eserves or even
Finally, political· opposition to Ford's inaction
for a few years after production and profits have
increases the companies' profits, while "blaming it
mounts. The latest Harris poll shows only 11 % of the
started to increase,. the profitable situation of labor
on the Arabs" -an ever-more-popular explanation
electorate supporting his· economic policies. Ford
restr~int survives well into the upturn of the cycle.
. for inflations. All expropriations of U.S business
knows he cannot win in 1976 if the r~cession continabroad will be at the expense of consumers, rather_
ues.
TRYING TO KEEP PRICES FROM GOING UP
than.the expropriated companies, unless more effecIt seems likely that Ford will introduce measures
TOO FAST
tive opposition to such practices emerges in this
like a tax cut designed to create a period of
Recessions are also supposed· to help stop inflacountry.
,
expansion before the 1976 elections. But such meation. ThougK ind.ividual businesses profit from
The international problems_of the U.S. economy
sures will only increase inflationary pressures and
raising their own prices, rapi~ inflation is bad for
include not only third world nationalism, but also
will make a new recession necessary immed:iately
~usiness as a whole. It can threaten the American
competition with other developed countries. Before
thereafter.
·
balance of trade with other countries. If prices rise
1965 U.S. industry rarely worried about the ''threat''
While total collapse is unlikely, the U.S.
econom
faster in the U.S. than in other countries, U.S. ex-of imports-the U.S. had a lafge and growing
}VOUldseemtobesiart~ngaslow,sputteringdecline_.
ports will cost more than competing products, while _ surplus of exports over· imports. But the gradual
'l'he long period of expansion that followed World
foreign imports will cost less than domestic prod- _
reconstruction of _European and Japanese industry,
War II seems to be drawing to a close. lt will no
Qcts. And unexpected inflation disrupts corporate
combined with the Vietnam war in~ation,(laster than
I
planning. Rapid price increases change the real
!Continued on-Page 6)
inflation in other developed countries at.that time),
I
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The New American Movement ·[NAM [ exists to help organize a movement for c:lemocratlc
·socialism In the United States. Our aim Is to establish worklng-clas11 control of the enormous
productive capacity of American industry, to create a society that wm provide material comfort and security for- all people, and In which the Juli and free development of every Individual
will l>e the basic goal. Such a society will strive for decentrall~atlon of decision making, an
end to bur~aucraUc rule.,.and part~lpatlon ~••all peopltt In shap'lng their own llvea and th~
direction of.society. We believe the elimination of sexist and racist Institutions and ffle·dl.a- ·
mantling of American economic and S1>Clal control abroad ·are central to the Jtruggle for
socialism.
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the coal· strike?
by Don Goldstein
Middlesex N~M

AS THE BEGINNING of November

1974 approached, the eyes of the nation

were increash1.gly turned toward the
negotiations and impending strike bet we en_ the United Mine_ Workers
(UMW) and the Bituminous Coal Operators' Association. For a 'variety of
reasons, the outcome of the contract
fight loomed as important for groups on
all sides of the labor movement. First,
~he cont:act_was to expire amid spreadmg realizat10n of just how badly the
economy was doing. The quest~on of
whose belts were to be tightened
during the crunch had become param?unt ,for working people, and the
~mers contract sta1_1ce offered a possible challenge to the standard corporate answer.
Second, the 1974 negotiations were
the ffrst real test of strength and orientation for a union recently won over by
organized, militant. rank-and-file re•
formers. The rank-and-file movement
and many. on the ~eft were looking to
the UMW m hope of seeing some of the
fruits of militant reform work within the
unions. And the specter-of an "out-ofcontrol" union, which showed signs of
resisting integration into the flow of
l~bor-corporate-government. cooperat10n, was particularly disturbing to
those whose boat was in danger of
being rocked.
A final aspect of the contract struggle which lent it great importance, was
the n~ture of many of the demands
---being raised by.-~he miners. These demands, at_ least partially shape~ by
rank-and-file participation, included
some which implied challenges to the
coaJ operators' control over the workplace. The right to take direct action
.. :----- over grievances, the miners' final say
,......-<)Vefl!uestions. of safety, union partici•::....:;P~~fun.,. ~';~~i~n _P.l':1!1s-all of th._ese
_·......:· --strucli: iii- managem:ent·'pretog~ •-.
- central. to continued capitalist .domina-tion-of"tne productive process. In addition, the m1n-ers•· demands attacked di·visions within the union, by opposing
high pay differentials between upper
and lower job classificatiops.

tion, be increased. In perhaps the con•.
tra~t•s strongest area, sickness and ac·cident_ insurance was substantially increased, and pensions took a big jump
upward. But again differentials will increase: working miners' future pensions were upped about three times as.
much as those of curren:t pensioners.
In the area of workplace disputes and
conditions, the grievance procedure
was shortened· and .rationalized, while
the union won increased access to, the
mines for safety inspections. For both
health and safety and general grie'vah-.
ces, Jlny substantial degree of control
remained outside the miners' grasp;
i:iafety and grievance disputes both cul~
minate in arbitration, without giving
miners the right to strike between contracts over local issues.
_A number of factors were important
in pushing the UMW teadership headed by President Arnold Miller into
. So despite the Miller leadership's
signing sm;h a mixed-bag contract. One
was certainly intense government pi'es.genuine commitment to an excellent
sure. Federal mediator William Usery,
contract dictated _by the rank and file,
they negotiated one which aroused a
h
h
d
w o _.a _gotten to know Miller during
the Brookside strike, brought a great
great deal 'of opposition within tne
deal of pressure to bear on him. It ap_UMW. At that point, rather than expopears that Miller then transmitted this
ing the contract to full scrutiny and de. pres~ure-combined patriotic appeal.s
• liberation, the leaders!}ip shortened the
about the state of the economy and
ratification process by cancelling the
threats of harsh injunctive .action~to
union-wide Pittsburgh conference on
the UMW's B·argaining Council comthe pact and speeding up the elections.
posed o_f district presidents and InterThis action removed the opportunity·
national Exe~utive Board memb~rs.
of rank and filers from all over (includIn addition, both Miller's willingness
ing oppositionists) to get together, .disto take chances at the bargaining table
_cuss. the contract, and make plans. It
and the union's negotiating unity were
also meantthat most miners had only a
hurt by the deep, long-time divisions
couple of days to look over the long,
within the UMW leadership. The strugcomplex agreement; in fact, most district officials didn't understand it fully
gle around the contract at the international level generally -pitted Miller's
themselves. Whether Miller's motivasupporters against oppositions forces
tion in this speed-up was a genuine if
includin~ strong conservative and op~
misgu_ided ·concer~ for the U.S .. ec~noportunistic elements. Miller's inability
m~,,or was_ a desir~ t~ short-cirtmt a
to consolidate his power within the
umfied national reJection movement,
union-contributed- to the·Iack··ofcolfilnu, T~" Jh~•.i:es1,1lt,!l, were-probably the same.

I\iC~]). b~¥(ie~~Re"n~ifotra~'g- teani' - :; '-~~tssoNS FO~-f'tl'lll'.'lft- .,
and the Bargammg Council (whose
members should have been important
channels for rank-and-file input) creat- ·
ing a climate of suspicion and division
both on the Councff and in the union as
a whole.

·
Though the miners' strike and settlement are surrounded with complex
questions, it is possible to unravel the
strands enough to draw some lessons

for the rank-and-file union movement.
At the most superficial level, it is clear
that a great deal of attention must -be
paid to structures and procedures for
in';olying the membership in contract
struggles. The process of rank-and-file ·
ratificaion, while having its full extent
and~time absolutely guaranteed, must
be structured to minimize the amount it
detracts from "full, unified use of the
strike a~ a weapon against the employer,
In addition, this strike demonstrated
some important benefits gained from
the existepce of a reform leadership put
ih power through militant grass-roots
struggle. First, the educational work
carried -out through union publications
during the period leading up to the
strike, had a big impact ln developing
- the miners' expectations, will to struggle, and knowledge of the economics of
their situation. Second, the presence of
a leaders,hjp which came to power with
a genuine _commitment to democratiza-

.-•.J:L~-1).,t ~reated ~ox:e
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otherwise have existed. Among other
things, this allowed the surfacing and
formulation of demands aimed at the
balance of power in the workplace. And

M•r•neia-is d•r•st gr111,
· 'be· d b1V ant'• t
=~e;::!::c::'::t:: :.o'1.:~':'!/:: •
ac ,
b ut n t de·••an·
•
.
·
f •~ · t ·
THE SETTLEMENT
Despite all the great expectations,
the UMW strike and early~December

~hipandmanyoftheirsupporters. Real
rmprove~ents were made in · some
~~as affecting m~ers' standards of
livmg;· yet the mmers failed to win
much of a real share of the coal industry's recent runaway profits.
·
The 'UMW rank and file was in no
way in the driver'{! seat for the negotiations and strike, and the outcome failed
to see any national grass-roots mobilization of miners...:.either against the
companies, or against their union's
handling of the struggle. And the
contract made no break-throu~h in
terms of issues ·of control in the mines,
though here again some gains were
made.
The wage settlement provided for a
17% increase over three years, plus a
new costcof-living allowance. The basic
increase and the esc~lator combined
will give most miners only a slight increase in real wages for three years at /
about the present rate of inflation.
Wage differentials between the· highest
and lowest p~q miners will, in addi-

John L. Lewis was jailed in 1948 when the

lTh.fW. de_fied a Taft-Hartley injunctipn.
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by Judy MacLean
Pittsburgh NAM
''YOU KNOW WHO'S the most
pissed off? It's the old guys. To get the
new pensions, they have to ·wait. till
1976 to retire. A lot. of 'em were just
holding on, waitin' to retire the c;lay
·after the cpntract was signed." D .L., a
young miner who lives -near Appolo,
PA, thinki the buildup that newspapers
and telew.sion gave the UMWA contract (signed in December) as a big
victory for the miners is ' 'a real joke. ''
A lot of miners would -prefer not to
talk about the contract. The feeling in
th~ AHegheny-Kiski Valley 4t western
Pennsylvania is that those who voted
for the contract -did so not because they
liked it but because of the shaky economic situation in the U.S .. and Iear of a
long strike. ''The country is kind of
going d?wn hill right now, you know,
with the recession and everything, and
I think that's why most pf the in.en
voted for it," says R.B., brother-in-law
of D.L. Both men are in locals where
the majority vetoed the contract, yet.
there was no·open opposition to resuming work. R.B. notices a- difference in
the attitude of tbe miners: '' Around our
place, you're supposed to go doWh
right on the minute, you know, but now·
they wait.five or ten minutes; they have
'to cha11e 'em down, practically. Everybody just kind of drags along, now.''
J.G., a miner in the Russellton mine,

j

,

...

•

.

voted against the contract but his local
went for it. He felt the main reasons
were ''to get back to work. Christmas
was ~oming tip and they needed the
money,'' rather than real support of the
provisions of the contract. J.G. had
said of the first version of the co:ntract,
!'It stinks," and says he doesn't feel
too different now. He and the miners
he ;works with, were most concerned
about the no-strike clause. "It won't
make any difference until something
happens, but'it's going to make a big.
difference then. People don't realize
what they-gave _up.''
D.L. and R.B. aren't as won:ied
about that particular provision since
· they think it's unenforceable. "That
l;_apn't been tested yet," comments
RJ't., ''but I think it will be tested.''
"No one's walked out yet, but I believe they will," says D.L., "as soon as
they get a couple .of pays under·their"
belts. Right now, no one wants to miss
work. I've noticed even some of their~
regulars are regular.' '
·
For D.L. and R.B. the. worst parts
about the contract· were the pay raise
and the pensions. Many of tlie increases were deferred. "It's signed," says
R.B., "but you can't collect till later.
And with inflation bad as it i~ we're
going to Be behind. where we started
with this one'when we'·re ready for the
next contract. ''
On the job; there nave been 'few . "

differ~nces so (ar. One o{ the things
R.B. l!ad.wanted to see in the contract
that was included was extra p¢ople on
each crew, which would mea1_1 more
safety. ''They posted for the jobs, put
no one's down there yet. We might not
hear about it for another sixty or ninety
days." J.G. feels the worst part of the
contract is "The safety part. They put
down a lot of writing hut I don't think it
means too much.''
AtL THE MINERS I ~poke with ·feel
s~eptical and disappointed with the
present con.tract, but do not predict
organized rank-imd-file opposition at
this time. "I think it's going to.have a
big effect on the next election, though,
when Miller runs again," says J.G. '"I
think he's going to have a lot of opposition." D.L. and R.B. also think UMWA
president Arnold Miller ~will have a
tough time getting reelect'ed. ''The
thing that hurt the most was when
Miller said he was going to ·sell -the
contract to the mj.ners,.'' says R.B. "It
wouldn't have been so bad if he said he
was goirig to explain it, tell 'em what
was in it; but wh~n p.e says 'sell it,' that
made a lot of guys mad."
For a few weeks, miners felt their
collective power through the strike, but
that's already seeming distant as they
return to their dangerpus and often
back-breaking jobs. "What can we
say?" says R.B. "We're back to
work.,, -· ·

i

j
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Abortion Becoming Legal
by Danielle Stewart
·Paris, France
Date: 14 December 1974 · ·
Scene: The French Senate
On the stand: One woman
Facing her 271 men, 7 women
Debate topic: Legalization of abortion
THE SETTING had been just as
dramatic, a week before, when the
pro-abortion bill had been discussed at
the French National Assembly. Everyone was keenly aware ·of the nervous
strain endured by Simone Veil, the
French Minister of Health, who was
presenting the government's case for a
pro abortion bill to the mostly m:ale

'WELL. IF! WERE PREGNANT! CERTAINLY WOULDN'T HAYE AN ABORTION!'

La~or upsurge

0

Independence fight
r1s1ng 1n- Puerto Rico·

_

-- ----
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THE RALLY in support 'of Puerto
Rican independence held at Madison
Square Gardon on October 27 alerted
many people to the struggle for inclependence and socialism in Puerto Rico.
Since that rally this struggle has intensified with a confusing succession of
dramatic and decisive events.
Just three days after the rally the
workers of the Water Authority, a
public corporation, walked off the job.
This strike, led by the Authentic Indepenpence Union, became a confrontation between -the workers' movement
anc!-the Puert6 llican- governme.;t when
a judge. sentenced 11 union leaders to
30 days in jail for ignoring his. back-towork-injunction.
A coalition-of labor unions, led by the
United Labor Movement (MOU)., quickly began discussions about the possibility of staging a general strike. More
than 100 unions representing over
100,000 workers and a major students
organization, the Federation of University Students Pro-Independence
(FUPI), all agreed to· strike if the government did not back dow_n and release
the leaders. At the critical moment
when the judge refused to reverse his
original sentence, the colonial governor
'
was forced to pardon the 11 men.
GROWING MILiTANCE
However, the tensions created by the
continuing strike and government reptession did not dissolve when the
leaders were released from jail. The
Puerto Rican Independence Party.(PIP)
held a very successful rally shortly after
the men were released from jail, and
the 12,000 persons present clearly
agreed with the AIU .president th-at the
struggle of the Puerto Rican working
class forjU:stice would be long and difficult. When PIP leader Ruben Berrios
was elected party president he pledged
full support to the striking water
workers.
By this time the pressure on the
workers was becoming very intense.
Before the walkout began there had
been widespread cj.estruction of Water
Authority equipment. Shortly after the
PIP rally numerous bombs destroyed
these facilities again. leaving large
areas of the island without water. Still,
the public corporaton refu~ed to negotiate .and the government insisted that
arbitration. was the only answer.
On Thanksgiving day, November 28,
the colonial government activated more
than 1,400 ·national guardsmen with
statements suggestjng that no solution
.could be reached until the union backed
down on its demand~. The presence ·of
armecl national guardsmen demonstrated the lengths to which the present ad-

11111
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ministration would go to crush the
favorable to the workers. In a meeting
workers' movement. This was the
held on December 9 the members· of
second time in two years that the
AIU decided a. tactical retreat was best
Puerto Rican national guard was' used
in the face of the intense repression
to break-strikes.
and economic pressures. However, it is
These reactionary moves on the part
clear that. the struggle within this pubof the government were coupled with
. lic·corporation (they s1igned no contract)
an offensive by the entire press against
as with all government workers, will
the workers' movement. The mass
only surface again in the next year.
With the return to work of the water
media united in a red-baiting scare
workers the press concentrated their
campaign against the strikers and their
supporters.
·
attacks on_ the United Labor movement
However, just two· days after the
aud the PSP.
- guard -was mobilized,· another. v,oj~~ , ,.. • Tf{,E,,
" POLfTICAI; climate is tense
Joined :ui.; media struggle as .Clari'{ia'd;,
0and uncertain in Puerto Rico. The rapthe newspaper of the Puerto Rican
idly·maturing working class is clearly in
Socialist Party, began daily publication.
the lead of the situation and is hard
Called ''the newspaper of the worpressed bythe present economic crisis.
kers," the daily Claridad carried a reRight now there is a lockout of. the
sponsible, sympathetic view of the
•entire unionized trucking industry in an
workers' struggle.
attempt to ''insure industrial peace for
The day after Claridad began daily
the next three ye!!rs. " .
publication and three days after the
Stiff it , seems unlikely that such
national guard was mobilized, 15 powsimple measures will insure any sector
erful bombs ripped through North
of Puerto Rican industrial peace in the
American corporations all over the
nea,r future. The rising violence of theisland. These bombings intensified the
right and left will continue to disrupt
media smear campaign and led the
the political scene and _have unpredictgovernment to escalate its repression.
able effects on both the working ciass
Many homes of workers and P:;P
and the capitalists. The Puerto Rican
members were searched by CommonSocialist Party is calling 1975, "Ano de
wealth secret police ..
Avance Decisivo," year of the decisive
advance. If progressive forces can
FAVORABLE SETTLEMENT
resist the mounting repression, this
year could ind·eed be very iniportant in.
Amid the hysteria of the press and
the struggle for socialism and indepenthe military intimidation, the arbitra-.
dence in Puerto Rico.
tors 'in the water workers' strike rePeter Brown, Puerto Rico
turned a settlement that was somewhat

audience ..By contrast, the public galleries were packed with women-mere
on-lookers,.powerless to make ·a decisionwhi9h woulcl."affect their lives ...
The debate was not new-the same
arguments had been heard before,
under Pompidou's government, when a
bill to repeal the old 1920 law (which
makes abortion a crime) had been
proposed by Rep. Lucien Neuwirth,
himself a Gaullist.
Clearly, the debate on abortion was
going to cut across party lines -rightwing party lines, that is, for the present
bill has passed thanks to massive
support from _ the Communists and
Socialists, who voted as a bloc (72 votes
in the Senate), while the right and
center divided roughly down the middle. (The vote was 182 fo 91 with 5
abstentions.)
·
To make matters more complex, the
bill was presented by Giscard's government, i.e., the "New Liberal" Gaullists, who left the old party liners
breathless by going furth!=)r than Neuwirth had ever tried to. The moot point,
however, was the question of cost:
woul<!_ women still have to pay, or
would abortion be considered a medical
intervention, thus to cost next to
nothing
under the French social secur•
I
1ty system?
·
The Left rose to the occasion and
graphically depicted the plight of working class women (notwithstanding their
well known male chauvinist attitudes in
everyday life-e.g., look at how many
women sit on the Communist Party'sNational Bureau!). Predictably, the
government was not going to budge-an
inch on the issue and only pointed out •
that the very poor would_ge_t it_.f!ee.:,..
0

-

THE LAW'S PROVISIONS
Before becoming law, the bill, as
amended by the Senate, has to go back
to the National Assembly and then be
ratified by the government. But it
_seems the .battle has been won. The
~ain merit of the law is first to remove_
from abortion the stain of illegality: a
woman can no longer be sued for
having had an abortion (or rather, an
"interruption of pregnancy," as it is
now called).
Secondly, the law attempts to eliminate quackery and financial exploitation by dem;mding that abortion be performed in. hospitals by medicallytrained personnel. (Doctors' attitudes
on abortion are a whole story. Typically, the law takes care to leave each
doctor his "freedom of conscience,"
Le., ·a doctor may refuse to perform an
abortion on ethical grounds. (In the
Senate, 8 doctors voted for the bill and
5 against.)
The best thing about the law, if properly enforced, is_ that information on
contraception will now be made widely
available. Until now information has
been obtainable but few know where to
get it. There are Family Planning
Centers, but who knows about them,
and who ltnows what the word "orthogenic" means, unless she is already
informed? Family doctors may or may
not be helpful. And the media have
spread so many scary stories about the
pill that gyn~cologists tend to be
overcautious and only prescribe the pill
after a number of laboratory tests and
. for three months at a time-all for fear
of having a scandal on their hands.
GRASSROOTS ORGANllNG

,

Independence rally in San Juan drew 20,000 on Dec. 12·
I

It would be grossly unfair to· let all
the credit go to the present government. Sponsoring the bill, as well as
appointing Mme. Francoise Giroud to
brand new Ministry of ''The Female
Condition,'' represents t}.ie. shrewd response of a ·government bent on co-opting rather t},lan repressing by force.
Nothing· would have been done if a
number of grassroots organizations had
(Continued on Page 13)

.
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Busing crisis
splinters Bosto~

,,.

,,.

by John Viertel
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with other members of Middlesex NAM

IN_-THE flNAL WEEK of the year 1974 three.
members· _of .the.. Boston School Committee (they
constitute a majority of th~ five-member committee)
stood in the Federal Court at Boston to be found
guilty of contempt by U.S. District Judge W. Arthur
Garrity for defying his court order to approve and
submit a new extended city-wide desegregation
plan. The plan was-to implement the second phase of
court-ordered desegregation of Boston Public
Schools, which had begun on a more limited scale
last September, and over a period of months had
brought- on the most savage racial conflict and violence in the city's history.
Emerging from the court, where Judge GJrrity
had deferred sentencing after his finding of civil con- .
tempt, school committee chairman John - Kerrigan
stated that he would rather go to jail .thall vote for a
plan incorporating "forced bussing," which in good
conscience he opposed and which violated the basic
rights of the parents whom he, as an elected official,
was sworn to represent.
A DESEGREGATION 'CRISIS
The scene graphically illustrated the intentionallycreated confusion and ambiguities of Boston's
school desegregation crisis. Here we were shown a
representative and spokesman of a community com-

the Detroit plan blocked the integration of inner city
and suburban schools.
The leaders of the '' anti-bussing'' movement has
not been slow in exploiting this obvious injustice of a
class Society. They have inveighed against the weal- thy liberals from the affluent suburbs-Judge
Garrity himself resides in Wellesley, one of the
-richest of Boston's western suburbs-who would
dictate to the working people of t)le inner city where
their children are to go to school and with whom.

I

posed largely of poor working people defying the
coercive power of the courts, and the ruling

AN ETHNIC ENCLAVE

.

South Boston, from which the main resistance
against integration has come, is a predominantly
Irish enclave, though Italian and other ethriic neigh_borhoods have joined them with enthusiasm_. Sympathy for the Irish comes naturally to all who are
committed to •human liberation, because of the
heroic Irish struggle against British colonial rule.
But this makes their resistance to the Black demands
for equal rights all the more regrettable.
Bernadette Devlin, Socialist leader of the movement for civil rights in Northern Ireland, remarked
during her visii to U Mass, Boston, last year that she
could not understand how anyone who supported t)le
struggle of the Irish people could fail to sup,Port the
struggle of 'the :Blacks in the U.S: The U.S. civil
rights movement, she said, had been an inspiration
to their movement in Northern Ireland, and haci
served as a model in tactics and methods of struggle.
As a committed Socialist she pleaded for the solidarity of all exploited and oppressed people. Otherwise,
she predicted, the situaiton in Boston could become
very much like the situation in Northern Ireland
where the destructive violence of murderous strife be-_ tween different e.thhic groups of workers prevents
them from coming to grips with their real problems
and confronting their real enemies,
But this is the deep tragedy of South Boston.
What is happening here is not simply the result of
some superficial manipulation, o f ~ t!icks which
political demagogues ate playing. The strong ethnic
bond, the old patronage mac}:iine politics which
arose out_ of it, have developed over centuries from
the Irish immigrant experience, as confronted with
the barriers of WASP upper class chauvinism. It is
thus rootea in the history of tensions between
classes, as a protective m~chanism of immigrant
workers in the absence of an indigenous working

"liberal" establishment, ,heroically risking impriclass culture
sonni~nt t<5 li'ef~~.,J;:be......,.-:.,,.~~w..iWsJ.~med,, in.,.liJ!rotectlve

r<>a:rgu,wd

"-<!.tion

fervently expressed_ will of'tfi;se people. --- .~ - "
·- agam·s'ctfie·:W'a"cks,:i"'gaTu~::"k.ti.J:tsn, E8cP1 I u . ' a
So, too, the images the meuia conveyed during the
of being reduced to the abject ''marginal'' condipreceding months aroused curiously mixed feelings
tions of existence with respect to housing, jobs, and
as we watched the militant confrontat!ons betwe~n
education that prevail in the Black ghettoes. These
''anti-bussing'' forces in South Boston and tlie
are the sources of racism in the ethnic neighborhood,
authority of the state: helmeted tactical police
growing. out of the increasingly precarious material
advancing with clubs against demonstrators; probasis of their lives.
testors being beaten and -dragged bleeding through
It has been claimed repeatedly that the opponents
the streets to the paddy wagons; mounted cops
of "forced bussing" are not racists. What they
riding their horses into crowds to break them up. All
object to, they insist, is bussing their children out of
this reminded those of us who had participated in
their own neighborhood into ·alien and dangerous
the anti-war movement of our own demonstrations
environments-the- "high crime areas" of the Black
and protest actions in ijn uncanny -way. It was as if
ghetto. But the incidents of violence have occurred,
_we were seeing the history of the late sixties
almost w_it'hout exception, in the white ,neighborhoods into which Black children have been busi:ied. replayed again in a strange distorting mirror.
But behind these surface phenomena there lay a
in South Boston, in Hyde Park, in Roslindale.
·
more fundamental concern, for the- first phase of
court desegregation whic)l began in September 1974
A VICTORY. FOR THE BLACK COMMUNITY?
was confined mainly to the poorest districts of
Boston. The all-white schools 9f South Boston to
Besides the images described earlier, there are
which Black children from Rosbury are being bussed
others: white crowds stoning busses in which Black
are little better than the schools in their own neighschool children are riding, and white crowds in
borhood. They are far inferior to the schools in the
South Boston dragging a black motorist from his car
more affluent white suburbs which sm:round the inand beating him savagely.
_
ner city. Zoning laws and the :resultant housing costs
These are the images which haunt Black children
prevent 'most Blacks from living in these suburbs.
(Continued on Pag_e 6).
And last year the U.S. Supreme Court decision on

·Crms1s provoked by chool C
lill

El

In 1965 Massachusetts passed a,
Racial Imbalance Act which prohibited
the concentration of Black and other
minority students in the schools and ordered affirmative action to emf segregation, whatever its cause. From that
day on the main thrust of the Boston
School Committee, with its solid electorJ base in South Boston, has been
.opposition to the implementation of
this act. Their drive (which finally
gained support of a majority of the
Democrats who control the state legislature) to haye it repealed has failed so
far only because of the, betoes by the
Republican governor and legal decisions.
Leaders of this drive have included
4,uise Day Hicks who chaired the
School Committee during the middle
shtties and thus launched a political
career which gained her one term in the

of

U.S. House
Representatives. At
present she sits on the nine-member
Boston City Council. Mrs. Hicks' o~
children never attended Boston public
schools, but went instead to parochial
schools.
Due to the efforts of Mrs. Hicks and
her colleagues and successors on. the
schopl committee, a clear pattern of
segregation was developed _in the Boston schools as the number of Black
children entering. the system grew. But
unlike.other large Eastern cities, Black
students in Boston have remained a
minority of those attending-,-no more
than30%.
Here Judge Garrity's findings in a
decision which order the first phase of
desegregation in 1-974 provide striking
evidence: ''By a combination of seat as~
signments, preferences, and optipns ...
a duel system of secondary education

was created, one for each race. Black
students generally entered high school
upon completion of the eighth grade,
and white students upon completion of
the ninth." In addition, the school committee had converted largely· B_lack
schools into ''middle schools,'' grades
6 to 8, while white elementary schools
went through grade 6, after which
white students entered junior high
school, grades 7. to 9. The effect of thjs
was that ''white students were generally given options enabling them to
escape from predominantly Black,
schools; Black students generally werl;l
, without such options ... "
This finding makes abundantly clear
where the primary blame must lie for
the situation which brought on the
,court order and made bussing neces-'
sary. Housing and job patterns-the
basic expressions of racism in our soci-

ety-certainly have played their part.
And, in fact, school segregation has
increased segregation in housing.
But it is above all the planned and
conscious actions of the Boston school
committee, capitalizing on fears and
tensions they themselves have done so
much to. evoke, which have brought on
the present racial crisis in Boston.
- The school committee refused to take
"affirmative action," sq.ch as tne construction of new schools at locations
where they could serve both white and
Black communities. (In view of the
geography and demographic distribution of Boston this would not have been
too difficult.) They also worked persistently during the past ten years to intensify and make more rigid patterns of
racial segregation, and to heighten
racial fears and hostilitiesN ·

.,
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Former official -seeks to. abolish .CIA
"

\.

-

·and "neutralize" CIA station operatives by releasing the names, home addresses, and cover occupations· of 37
operations officers and administrative
employees ''who together constitute.
the bulk of \he CIA station under
various covers iri the U.S. embassy in
Mexico City.''
His statement added that he had
trained a group of Mexican associates
''to follow the comings and goings of
CIA people" while he was in Mexico
City.
Agee, whose credentials as a former
ranking CIA: 'officer were confirmed
with "authoritative sources in Washington" by the Washington Post last
~uly, is currently ·working in s_eciusion
near London on _a book detaiiing his
experiences in the CIA during the
period 1956-1969.
The _Mexico City list included men-

by Rod Larsel).

A former ranking ;official of the CIA
has announced that he has begUn a
"campaign to fight the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency wherever it js op:
erating." Philip. B.:F. Agee, formerly
employed in the Latin Aµierican Department of "dirty tricks" of the
-agency, has released. i statement
through corre$ppndents in the U:S.,
London, and Mexico City that states he
intends to form and work with an ''in°
ternational committee to coordinate a
campaign with two main "functions: first
tQ expose CIA officers and agents, and
to take the measures necessary to drive
them out of the codntries where they
·are opei:ating; secondly, to seek within
the United States to have the CIA
abolished.''
Agee began his _campaign to expose

·economy
(Continued fron:i Page 2)

longer be possible to use short mild recessions to
prepare the way for extended. p~riods of growtl:i. We
can expect the new contradictory pressures for
expansion and recession to lead to short booms •repeatedly interrupted by new slumpi;.
THE MEANING FOR AMERICAN. POLITICS
,A-period of continuing economic decline will pose
new problems for capitalist politicians-both Democrat and ~epublican-and create new opportunities
for American socialists. As long as capitalist politicians have been .able to deliver on promises of a
higher standard ·of living for American workers and
of social programs to aid the poor and unemployed,
.American socialists have been unable to build support for. a soclaiist alternatiye. As we enter ,a period
_
of contraction and dec1ine, the Democr.ats, - the
,.:;:.--,,.-,.:,,..-.;~ading.party since the 1930s, will, find it increasingly .
difficult to~hold together-a coalition ~hat has included
organized labor, ·white ethnic groups, third world
people, .feminists, ariti-war activists, and liberal capitalists. Such a coalition could only survive on the
basis of programs that could satisfy all of these
groups.
Increasingly, politicians and labor leaders with a
working class constitue:p.cy will be forced to more to.
the right or the left. Some-like ·wallace or .Jackson
have moved right-toward an alliance between
white workers. and capital that excludes Blacks,
feminists, and the remains of the anti-war movrement. Othf;!r politicians will move left-toward. a
classwide alliance against capita)..
As the period of declin~ has set in, many Ameri:
can workers have been attracted to appeals from the
right. As workers' insecurity has grown, politicians
like Wallace have been able to pit whites against

tion of the curr~mt Mexican president,
Luis Ec;heverria, a former minister of
government ineharge of internal security, who was- said to have had a "close.
relationship with CIA station chief
Winston Scott.'' Agee. said that there
were indications this relationship had
been broken when Echeverria became
president' in 1970. All of the 37 people
were said to.be "full-time employees
and U.S. citizens. Not included, therefore, are thti hundreds of paid CIA
.agents and collaborators in Mexico,
mostly Mexican citizens, whose work is
directed by these 'on the list.'' Other
agency ope,i:atives were saTd to be
working ''under non-official cover posing as students, prefessors, business-·
men, journalists, retire,:l people, or
tourists.',..
The 39-year-old ex-CIA official added
that he was forming an international

· Blacks,. American workers. against foreign workers,
and raise the spectre of the disintegration of the
famiJy: They have ~een able to use pseudo-populist
rhetoric-opposing ,' 'big government'' -to oppose
programs ,for third world people and the poor and
unemployed in general.
It is impqrtant, in such a period, for socialists to
offer a clear alternative. We have to oppose racism,
sexism, and.national chauvinism. Struggl~s around
defending and expanding the .social services will be
particularly critical. In these struggles-around unemployment, health care, child care, welfare, ·and
education-the issue of providing programs for the
entire working class will be most clearly raised.
Initially, the development of a socialist movement
will most likely be concentrated among those sectors
oJ the working class most threatened by the move
rightward of capitalist politicians-third world people struggling for equality, arid workers in the public
sector. But as .capitalism continues to fail to make
good on -its promises, socJaUsni..will _grow as an
altern·ative·within th:e e~tire working class. There is,
howevei;, .no timeta~-:fe'i""this. :FactQrs· Iike T~v~lut~ons in European capitalist caqnt,:ies could: accelerate this·process, while other factors could retard it.
But it is important to realize that just as continued
American prbsperity isolated socialists in the U.S.,
economic "decline will in the long run sJ;rengthen the
argument _for socialism within the American working
class.
·
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~ommittee to cooperate on fu{t):ier ·exposures in other countries in· a campaign to "destabil,ize" the agency
because he now believes t'hat more
people are becoming aware of ''the
CIA' s intervention on behalf of transnational corporations· tlyit for generations have been stealing the natural resources of underqeveloped countries
and robbing workers· of the product of
their labor. " . The CIA, according to
Agee, "can have no other task than to
serve the interests of the business and
financial.elites who are the ruling minority of the U. &. , the same ruling minority that struggle~. against real-integration of Americans at home and that
prolongs the miser)Cof the thirty or
forty miilion Americwis who .live in
poverty.''

--~Revolution "In Africa!
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and their parents: ''Everyday I'm thinking about
Zandra all day long, praying that nothing has happened to -her," a Black mather says. "I have a
feeling that war could break own any minute and she
w-0uld be right in the middle of it.'' 1 1
On December 11, when a white student was
stabbed in South Boston High, war did break out.
The Black students were besieged in the ·school
building by an enraged. white crowd, and only by
sending in a squadron of decoy busses, on which the
whites vented their fury, c6uld the Black children be
removed, seci;etly, in another fleet of busses from
the back of the building. •
"The children couldn't even go to school for a
while," _another mother says. "The situation was so
bad the city had to admit it couldn't protect the students, and advised parents of Black children to keep
them home from school in South Boston ~nd· Hyde
Park."
"I was so terrified to send her back to South
/ "· another .mother says of her daughter. "I
Boston,
just sat by the television hoping to God I wouldn't
see Velma being wheeled into an ambulance. I just
sat there. Then a police car drove up and I thought,
'Oh my God, my child is dead.' But they were
bringing Velma )who·had gotten glass from a brok'en
bus window into her eye) home from the bus stop.
And I thanked the Lord she- wasn't hurt worse than
she was.".
.
Those Black children not injured physically return
home to tell of whites of South Boston holding bananas and acting like monkeys, and. of "Niggers go
back to Africa'' scrawled on the walls of the school.
IN SPITE OF THE HOSTILITY ·and the danger
and the, anxiety, most Black _parents keep• sending
- their children into the white schools. The decision of
Judge Garrity cam:e in response to a suit by the
NAACP and it has b'e,en viewed' as a major victory by

A three month free trial subscription
· to Grass Roots, the national publication ~or the People 1s Porty is available
, by writing to: 1404 M Street, NW, 3rd
floor, Thomas Circle, Columbia 20095
the Bla'ck community, after so many years of legal
and legis1ative battles, as well' as demoIJstrations,
schoof boycotts, and other forms of struggle. T-hey
feel that in spite of the vjolence and turmoil, desegregation has already brought noticeable improvements in the education of their children, especially
in the schools that were predominantly Black:
"Black parents· have been screaming about the.
schools for years," a mother said. "Bqt once the
white parents complain about the schools they have
teachers and aids down there cleaning up and painting." (QuotesfromBosto,iPhoenq;. Dec.13, 1974.)
They may not be happy about the specific form in
which thi dismantling of racia~ segregation w1~~.i(f
inferior education for Blacks is being impleme'ritf<t.'
but on the whole the Blacl~ community _is comm_itt'ea·
to seeing this struggle through 'to the end.
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. Ar9now1tz economy colu111n

A. Crisis for Whom?

this pattern of supra-national investment, but the ,
"energy crisis" itself helped to restore the sagging
position of the U.S.-based supra-natfonals in 197273. Capitalist powers challenging the dqminance of
HARDLY A DAY passes without a fresh series of
American-based supra-nationals were set back .by
"revelations" about the sagging economy. The ·
the rising oil1evies imposed by the OPEC countries.
latest, an admission by the Ford administration that
The development plans of InqiJ, Pakistan,' and
year-end unemployment had climbed beyond the
others were also hurt.
"I've called the family 1ogetlrer.fo announce that, because
7% rate, is bound to evoke no more than a chorus of·
Among the hardest hit "advanced" capitalist
of inRation, I'm going to have to let two of you 90.';
,
"told you so's" from trade union, liberal, and
countries were Italy, France, and Japan who import
.
'
left-wing sources. With the administration abandoqmore than 95% of their cru"de oil from abroad. Briareas for the extraction of raw materials. With the
ing, its 31-point "anti-inflation" program piece by
tain was SOIJ1ewhat spared by virtue of the imporgrowth of consumer goods industries in third world
piece, there can be no question of Ford's final
tan.ce of Anglo-Iranian in the Middle East; and the
countries, U.S. consumer good industries are being
acquiescence to the lib-labor program of achieving
Scandinavian countries and Holland were helped by
phased out, or are confronted with cutting wages at
"full employment" through the tradition lefttheir willingness to become port storage areas for
home to remain competitive.
Keynsian policies. These are: public works, leaf
Middle East oil wh~n it was being deliberat~ly withThis is the basis of the sanguine posture of GM
raking jobs, lower bank interest rates to small
held by the major international corporations to jack
and other auto manufacturers with the decline of
"business and working class consumers, a general
prices up.
domestic car production. They have been diversifyrise of federal spending for a variety of social proThe OPEC countries' ruling classes have beneing to ov~rseas markets for their capital (but not
grams (including increased and extended unemployfitted from the new arrangements. They were able to
U.S.-made cars) for some time. Added to this
ment benefits), a general tax cut, more federal aid to
exact.increased royalty paytnents from the big comstrategy- is the diversification into other industries,
education, better welfare payments, and so on.
bines and have been using their capital to develop
particularly arms and mass transit. Although the retheir own economies as well as penetrate others. It is
cent mass transit bill passed by congress and signed
A WHOLE NEW GAME
ironic that Iran agreed to extend a loan to India
by the President may not result in much new conbarely six months after oil price rises had crippled
struction in the near future, the basis has been
Late in November, Henry Ford Il gave the·
the Indian industrial sector. ·of course the loan carestablished for some major new developments in
President .his marching orders. Stop the crap about
riel3 the usua.1 high interest rates.
this field. And GM, which produces 80% of all mass
inflation; admonished the board chairman of Ford
The thesis that. the U.S. ecopomy is in "crisis"
transit equipment in the U.S .. is bound to be a major
Motor Co. The WIN program hf,s failed, he declared
hinges on the quest.ion of whether and to what
beneficiary of the trend.
.
before a New York business group; the new name of
extend the third world and the advanced capitalist
As for other industries, there is no indication that ·
'·
the game is jobless11ess. His speech came on the
countries of Europe and Japan are truly indep~ndent
the U,S. is about to yield in the most technologically
heels of enormous layoffs in the auto industry, said
of U .S-. domination. I wish to argue that there is a lot
advanced industries such as computers, electronics,
to approach 200,00 by mid-Octol>,er or about
of wishful thinking ih the point· of view of U.S.
machine production, or basic metals refining and
one-four.th of the auto payroll. Henry Ford was
corporate eclipse. The evidence points in the
fabricating: These industries are the basis of the
simply telling ~he federal go'vel1l1Ilent it must
direction of a remarkable recovery of the internapower of the supra-nationals. But the workers in ·
intervene· to assume t.he social costs of the vast shifts
tional strength of the dollar due to the capacity of
consumer goo<Js are in for hard times.
·
underway in the shape of the American economy.
l:J.S. corporations (with the government's assisThe age of ten million cars per year is over. 1974
tance) to mobilize the- enormous food an:d. energy
THE LEFT'·s STRATEGY
fourth-quarter sales were down 30 % from the same
resom:ces of this country, and' of the Middle East to
period in 1973, and u11ehl.ploymE;Jrit began to reach
restore the U .S: balance ··of payments deficits
So far, the Left has offered no program to meet the
back into industries that supply tlie car manufacincurred during the brief .period of European chalassault on U.S. living standards that goes much beturers--•rubber. '.glass, electrical equipment and
lenge~ i955-197-0, .
·
·~ond the_ AFL-CIO or the 'liberal ,l)emocr~tf _legislapart.s, aIJd teJl:tiles. Emi:naRothschild• has preitcted
tiVe p_i9gtffil). ·p~rt of.too .prpb:lem'--i~"L~~ .---..~- - ~
the end.. of the au,to age ... 11).deed, the permanent
1malysis is ep.cumbered oy' an orthodox Marxist
layoff of more th?-!). IQ0,000 auto )V<>rke.rs .gives
view. But 'if we adopt the perspective that decisions
statistical credence to her claim. But the figures do
are made in ~he corridors of corporate power that
not, in themselves, constitute proof that she is right.
influence if not completely determine the shape of
I! ii;; P,<>ssib,lE:,.,as som~_econ01µi_sts <;:1¢m (µicluding,
the world economy, then a whole set of new
some. "Marxists"), that the U.S. economy is simply
conclusions follow.
experiencing the low point of a business cycle that
. We must pay less attention to the market forces or
may be lpnger and mote onerous tlian the previoµs
the declining rate of profit or even of international
P,Ost~world ' war- t"'.o recessions,· but is ·to be
competition than to the relationship between these
considered e'ssentially similar. If this is the case,
factors and the means by which corporations are
then an economic revival to pre-1973 levels may be
able to respond to the difficulties experienced in proexpected some time this year, probably in the third
duction, distribution, and consumption.
or fourth quarters.
In the current economic situation, trade unions
_The fundamentaJ ass~mption behind this way of
have either adopted the posture of the Steelworkers
thinking is that international and domestic market
of complete cooperation with their bosses, or of ~he
forces are responsible for the crisis. In Marxist
UAW whose plan for recovery is geared to providing
terms, the fundamental contradiction between the
• more purchasing power for consumers in order to
capacity of the productive forces to produce comCONSUMER GOODS
help them buy cars. Thus the concentration on fiscal
modities and accumulate capital and the mass of
matters, job-producing programs, etc. Unless a •
workers to consume them has led to a partial ahd
Today, much of the capitaijst world is. flat on its
movement develops counter to the main liberaltemporary breakdown in the self-expansion of the
back. Some, like Great Britain, are completely at the
trade union program on the economy, there can be
capitalist system. Terms such as "stagflation"
mercy of the supra-nationals, while_. others, like
no effective opposition to the international corporadescribe the present situation from this perspectjve.
France, are struggling for the remnants of autonomy
·
tions.
they still retain. It would be an error to argue that
The new addition to the traditional Marxist analysis
The Left needs to advance a program of several
the recent Arab boycott and the subsequent negotiais to poµit to the growing competition l;>etween the
parts. (1) It should encourage workers to refuse laytions are indications that the OPEC nations have
U.S. and European capitalist countries on one hand,
offs by maintaining •production despite managebroken from their former corporate.masters.
and the success of independence movements in third
ment's decisions to close plants or curtail work. HereSaudi Arabia took over 100% ownership of their
world countries on the other, as contributing factors
the Left left could give wide publicity to the results
own oil resources· (Wall Street Journal, Dec. 6,
to the downturn in economic activity that may spell a
of the Clyde shipyard struggle in England
the
1974), but transfer of ownership does not signal a.
full-scale-economic crisis. Indeed, some on the Left
LIP factory occupation in France where workers
genuine transfer of-power. Not only does Aramco rewould like to ascribe·the whole recession to the intrarefused to permit the plants to close Eµld their jobs
tain management contracts with the Saudis, but part
capitalist rivalry and the withdrawal of third world
be abolished. In both cases, the workers held their
of the deal c~lls for payments of from 30 cents to 50
nations from the U.S. orbit, particularly Vietnam
jobs by mean~ of direct action-occupying the faccents a barrel to Aramco as reparations for the
and the OPEC countries.
tories.
-takeover. Further, transportation and marketing
(2) The program should support legislation that :
control is still retained by the giant combine. Similar
THE INTERNA'l'IONAL RUNAWAY SHOP
limits the power of the employer to invest capital
arrangements exist in other OP,EC nations, especialoverseas while shutting down or. curtailing operaly Venezuela where U.S.influence is hardly-diminSuch a conclusion assuqies that OPEC operates
tions within the U.S. ·Such social-democratic meaished. It may be that "independence" has nothing
autonomously from the supra-national corporations
sures have been adopted in Britain, Sweden, and
such as the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co., Aramco, and ITT.
to do with expropriation.
other neo-capitalist nations. In the U.S. the licensing
It further ignores the increasing dominatipri of
The supra-nationals have agr~ed tq a harder barof-plant removal or shutdowns _would requ~re corU.S.-based supra-nationals over larger proportions - gainipg posture by developing countries that have
porations to provide transfer options for workers, reof European industry, particularly in the car· indussome important raw materials. The old days are
training for other jobs, show that the move would not
ended to the extent that greater concessions must be
try, chelllicals, and computers. The decline of the
cripple the economy of the community, and that the
U.S. domestic market. for automobiles does not.
made in orde'r to retain control over supplies of these
company is not ''running away'' from higher wages
signal an end to the auto age overseas. On tht'feonmaterials. But, the evils of neo-colonialism have not
and union organization.
trary, it is demonstrable that General Motors, Ford,
been surpassed. Instead, the international corpora(3) It must demand that unemployment benefits
and Chrysler hav~ been systematically expanding ·
tions will not invest capital in m~ufacturing and
pay at least % of wages as long as workers can~ot
overseas in;vestments for the •past fifteen years, not
service industries within third world as well as
find jobs.
advanced countries. ·
to provide capital for the- eipansio11 of the domestic
(4) Finally, the program would impose a surp~us
The new pattern of investment raises .questions of
car industry, but to exploit a whole new market in.
profits tax for social programs and for the production
first and third world sectors. The "international run.the efficacy of the international division of labor in
of necessary ~oods. Surplus profits would be defined
away shop'' is a characteristic feature of our era.
which the U.S. dominates in a score of industrial
(Continued on,Page15}
Npt only has iiitra-capitalist rivalry been muted by .
spheres while maintaining the third wo~ld as major
by Stanley Aronowitz
Metropolis NAM
NewYork City
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aytime Saap.. Qperas:
where t~me stands still
r

occasional. police chief or millionaire throw!f in for
plot variety. And the women are· wives and mothers.
This is as true of the women doctors as ·the housewives. And -~h,y not~ Tli!'l huspitals ·of aaythrie TV
are really just convenient settings to play out human
dramas with the largest number of characters plausibly available to participate. No social qreven professiona1 issues ever come up. Sickle cell anemia, for
ex.ample, would be as out of place .in a soap opera
conversation as socialized medicine.
Taken as a whole then, the world of soap operas
,projects a· clear poJitical message which is as simplistic as it is reactionary. First, there are no class
differences. There are of 'course -poor .people and
crimin'aJs, out they are defined not by their economic
or social status -but their moral condition. They are
either "good" or "bad." In fact, all behavfor is seen
as.morally motivated. The girl from the wrong side
of the tracks who schemes, lies, and cheats to get a
man is simply an evil person. On one show, for
example, at least four different characters, within
two or three days, said of a young woman seeing an.
older, wealthy marl, "But doesn't he know what kind
of person Rachel is?" Similarly, everyone lives in a
spotless, elegant home;- has a beautifully middle
class life, and is always, even when vacuuming,
groomed and dressed to the nines.
LOVE; LOVE, LOVE

by Elayne Rapping
Pittsburgh NAM

~- ,· '-;,::: -~ -

Anyone who has watched much prime time television this season js aware of the shift away froin the
white.male-dominated middle class heroes and families to a more integrated, and at least superficially
realis~ic view of American life. This attempt on the
part of the mass media to keep qp with the timfs and
pa.Y, lip service to tlfe d~ands of ec-onomic, ethnic,
A' . aE.cl"'"sexii'ally'oppressed Americ~hs is so 'apparent ..•
that it comes as something of a shock to tune into
daytime TV and find it absolutely unchanged since
the earliest days of daytime radio.
Those old enough to remember the tearful sighs
and pregnant pauses of "Stella Dallas" and '!One
Man's Family" will feel that time has stood still
watching shows like-,' As the World Turns'' and '' All
My Children." Here, premarital virginity, the

1

nuclear family, and middle class affluence are still
the only acceptable, rewarding life styles, and Watergate, inflation, and the civil rights,- anti-war, and
women's movements haven't-happened.
But while it's easy enough to laugh at the soap
operas, it's not so easy to explain away their popularity which cuts across age, class, and racial lines to
include virtually every woman who has had ~o spend
a lot of tfme at home.,_Students, secretaries, and
gran<!w,otjierJy_b~b;y.s;i_t,terfare fil,p,:iiliar wit.h -atfoast
one or two of the nine ''half-hour continuing
dramas" aired between 12:30 and 3:30 on CBS and
NBQ.
.
.
Since none ·of these wemen· would defend the
social or psychological realism of the so'aps, I've
always been fascinated by their appeal· and its
possible political implications. For that reason, I
spent a week following two or three of them and
found myself increasingly and simultaneously enraged and intrigued.
THE SOAP'S WORLD VIEW
First the rage. Soap operas present th.e most blatant, heavy handed and continuous. propaganda for
the nuclear family imaginable. They are geared to a
captive audience of housewives and they intend to
keep it that way. Stories and commercials alike present family life as the most meaningful and
rewarding thing since organized religion. And
within that context, women!s work-cooking, cleaning, nursing, and worrying-becomes the mainstay
of western civilization.
How do soap operas manage to project such a
patently talse picture ot feminine experience and
still keep women glued to their sets? Well, they
make women's concerns seem terribly important in a
world which: usually treats them as anything but.
Every crucial event, decision, and conflict takes
place at home, usually in the kitchen. Criminal lawyers rush from their courtrooms and business mag•nates leave multi-million-dollar negotiations in the
hands of lackeys to hurry home and attend to the latest domestic crisis.
And the problems they rush home to are also
geared to the real concerns of women. Sexual relationships are the dramatic staple, with characters
rotating partners endlessly. And the reason is clear:
since·emotional fulfillmElnt and family responsibility
are the highest values of private, domestic life, the
greatest crises naturally _occur when these are
threatened. .
Illness is the next inost popular crisis. There
wasn't a single program of the nine in which a major
char~cter wasn't critically ill, and at l~ast one other
character a doctor or nurse. This is followed by •
crimes against individuals and natural catastrophes.
What all these have in common is a view of crisis and
tragedy as strictly personal. or accidental matters,
the causes and solutions of which never involve
social or economic factors. ,
In this kind of world, the range of characters is·
limited. All the men are doctors and lawyers, with an

.'

But it's riot what's left ~mt that makes so~p operas
popular; it's .what's· put in. The main ingredient is
love, love, love, and a very appealing kind qf love at
that. For soap operas are the fairy tales of capitalism._ They are built on the need women have to be
loved, appreciated, and rewarded for what th~y are
and do. And the soap opera~, unlike real life, fulfill
this need. Every doctor, lawyer, a;nd merchant chief
thinks and acts solely for the benefit of a woman he
loves, It is typical in a soap opera for a lawyer to .look
soulfully at a client and say, ''I'm going to devote all
my ti.me to· your case because I care about you so
much."
Needless to-say, this is a far cry from the reality of
sexual relations under .capitalism, and an even farther cry from most other·popular art.:In movies like
The Godfather and Death Wish, for example,
women are brutalized, ·lied to, ignored, and worse.
And real life, even exemplary pub1ic -real life isn't
much better. No self-respecting soap oper!I, politi- _
cian would make the crass remark Rockefeller. maclt:_...._.,.,,,_-_...,_...,..
..

·.,.. -~~m"'astectoiny7"''~guys; y~~·re
not gonna believe th:is ! " And Watergate, if it h~d
been a soap opera, would. never have allowed women
to be kidnapped, drugged, or _µiysteriou~ly killed in
plane crashes wi!hout finding and punishing the
wrong-doers. In fact, the entire drama would have
been played out in the chambers of the wives and
daughters.
As long as women's feelings; actions, and social
contributions are not in their own-names, not of their
own choosing, and not acknowledged or rewarded,
they will turn to soap operas, where women really
have what we were all promised when we first heard
'' cinderella.''
It is the task of socialists and feminists to
understand the justified needs that soap operas fulfill, and point out why they can never be attained in a
, society based on competition, greed, and sexual,
racial, and class conflict.

AS THE
WORLD
TURNS

ALL MY
CHILDREN
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~· ~lack S~er.~otypes on TV .
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by Bob Ray Sanders
(Reprinted from.Iconoclast, Dalla;, Texas.)
Long before I had ever heard the word stereotype, I.
was laughing at Tim Moore deliver such lines as:
- "Holy Ma'k'el, deah Ahdy."
"Sapphia, honey, I didn't mean t'say dat ;bout Y.._o'
mama.''
'
"Calhoun, de lawya:, gon' be heah iri de mo'nin'."
He was speaking with an exaggerated Negro dialect
at a time when television was young and everything
was in bl_ack and white-mostly white, except for the
chai:_:acters of the "Amos 'N' Andy" show.
"Amos 'N' Andy" went on the air in 1951; 16 years
later CBS was pressured by t_he NAACP to withdraw
-;,:'i#'¥,?
the show from syndication on the basis it stereotyped
blacks.'
·
Where's the NAACP now?
In reviewing the current weekly TV schedule and in
· viewing some of_ the top-rated shows on the tube, it
would be an understatement to say that televisionthat demeaning, domineering cyclops- has changed
very little since 1951. And, so far as black viewers
Redd Foxx and Lynn Hamilton in a segment from "Sanford and Son"
(and performers) are concerned, television hasn't
changed a bit.
A special Neilsen survey,_ comparing viewing in
black households with viewing in all households,
deal with life-black, white and brown life- was East
shows conclusively that blacks watch more television
show w.{lS integrated, and we often saw Buckwheat
Side/West Side." In that short-lived, long-dead CBS
per day than the gene~al audii,mce. It was no sµrprise
sitting in a classroom with Spanky, Darla ;nd the rest
show, social workers George C. Scott and· Cicely.
th
either that the number one show among black viewers
of e gang.,
Tyson (sporting a close-cropped Afro long before it
is NBC's "Sanford and Son," a series about a black
Except for-those very few programs, it was difficult
was fashionable) w~re out ·dealing with qnsolvable
junk dealer and his son. (I can remember .wondering
to find a.plack face on television. There was always a
before the show ever aired: "Would NBC really have
rerun of a Steppin' Fetchit movie or a reasonable . problems in New York slums. The show was a litt1e too
real for television.
a ser_ies about a black .father-and-son dope _pushing
facsimile. And, there were a couple of isolated surteam? Everyone knows by now, qf course, the show is
prises, like watching a 12:year-old black- girl spelling
"antidisestablishmentarianism" before miliions on
Now, with the way television has· dealt with blacks
not about dope junk, but aboutjunk junk.")
Nightclub entertainer Redd Foxx, whose bawdy
''The Sixty-foqr Thousand Dollar Question.''
the past 25 years, it's no wonder that the·second most
humor had already established him among black audiThen came Bill Cosby in ''I Spy,'' and for the first
watched TV show among metropolitan blacks (accordtime that I can rememb~r a black was on television
ing to Neilsen) is a syndicated program brought to us
encies, was the network drawing card for "Sanford
and Son."
without having been cast as a black. It was the first
by Johnson Products, ;the makers of Afro Sheen. It's
--..: _ _
_ , BuL NBC didn't dare let Fo'9' incorporate h~s
nationally broad~ast show with no _obvious reference
th_e all-black version of American Bandstand_ compl_ete
_ ~ - - t r t g h 1 : e b ? l r s t ; y ~ . a £ : t k ~ ~ _to col?r. At the t~~~., :we al~ ~-~lle_d 1t _a_ b~_e_akt~:r:o~~h,
~~th_ a~l~?lack t~~nag~ d~ncers, guest recording artists
show.Jpstead; ma!\Y of the antics.employed.by Foxx "l>'IR"•'~o';.I-wo11~r--if"._1J.~ w-brealfl:hr~ for~e.;:-··•,t1.p,syncrng~the1i>.latest:h:1ts::and-a:sQft..s.p~~- .:;-.£,;
as, Fred Sanford were made to resemble those of Kingworse. I Spy certamly changed telev1s10n and its
The second most popular show based on surveys in
treatment of blacks, but suddenly blacks went from
Washington, Chicago and Detroit_ is a thing called
fish in" Amos 'N' Andy" days.
stereotypes to "super spades" in three easy channels.
"Soul Train."
Visualize the following scenes and ·ask y01,1rself ·if
there is a: difference:
nels ·
' 'Soul Train?' '
Yes, ''SoufTrain."
Fi~st, Sanford.places his Ii.ands over 4is heart, looks
For example: Nurse Julia, a widow with a son,
Holy ma'k'el!
made it all alone in a lily white world; Sammy Davis,
to the heavens and says, "Oh, I think this is the big
one. I'mcomin', honey."
_
Jr., became the first black cowboy in a "Rifleman"
Second, Kingfish, rollipg his_ eyes toward heaven,
episode, and_ superbad l).e was, outdrawing everyone
puts his hand on his fornhead and says, ''O' Lawd, I
except Lud1s'McCane himself.
_thank I gonna die, Andy;·"
And there was Greg Morris-complete with coat
As I see it, there isn't much difference between
and tie_-as the electronics expert en the impossible-Kingfish and Sanford. I take that ·back... Kingfish had
mission force, literally screwing his way 'through
funnier lines.
every episode; Gail Fisher, a widow (of course) with 'a
Antj. the shows in between "Amos 'N' Andy" and
son, as the most competent private eye secretary iri
"Sanford and Son" which featured blacks were much
the ·world; and now Teresa Graves, who used to
the same, though usually worse. Willie, the black
wiggle her painted body on "Laugh-In," doing her
handyman in tbe "Life of Father" (later entitled "The
thing as a super female black cop in "Get Christ\e,
New Stu Erwin Show"), sp.ent,years scratching his
Love,"
·
'.fHE POLITICAL INTENT of television programs is
head, rolling his eyes and shuffling. Then, there was,
In later years (.which is to say more recently), blacks
not always subtle, as ~n episode ef "Kojak" on CBS
"Beulah" who7ooked as though she'd been taken
moved to Mayberry, RFD., and to unknown suburban
illustrated several months . ago. Here. -the tough
a package of pancake mix.
:
towns in daytime serials. The Bunkers got black 'next
big-city cop was pitted against a terrorist Puerto Rican
In the "Little Rascals" (or "Our Gang Comedy"),
door neighbors, and a black maid all but moved in
organization whose members were characterized as
Stymie w.as constantly rubbing his ''belly'' and saying
with ''Maude.''
lunatics, violent fan&tics, bombers,· and assassins.
such things as, "I wished I hed a watermelon. I
With
blacks
unable
to
make
it
in
their
own
variety
The
organization's n~e was "El Comite," which just
wished I hed ~watermelon." However, that particular
shows, and Unable to make it as network news reporthappens to be the same as a Puerto Rican organization
ers (except for the brief riot era between 1961?-1~68),
founded five years ago and committed to socialism in
the U.S. and on the island.
,
about the only TV avenues open to them were· guest
-appearances- on someone else'_s variety show; comThis particular episode of "Kojak" was shown to a
mercials or the more recent situation comedies. ·
natio~wide audience within weeks of important events
relatecl to Puerto Rican liberation: a rally of 2Q,OOO
"All in the FaII?,ily" gave birth to "Maude" and
froin Maude came "Good Times.1' (Next season, "All
people in Madison Sq~are Garden (New York City) in
solidarity with Puertq Rican independence, and the
in the Family'' will bless as with a new offspring:
bombing of several N; Y. banks for which the Armed
"The J effersons," the Bunkers' black neighbors.)
Of all the shows in the past three years featuring
Forces of National Liberation (FALN) took responsibilblacks, "Good Times" is the best of the lot-but
ity. The distortion by CBS of the independence struggle _for)>uerto Rico appears to be just one part ot a
that's not saying much.
mounting campaign e>f repression against revolutionThe CBS program is in its second season and it has
ary organizations working around that issue.
a very talented cast, many of them former Broadway
According to a pres~ statement by El Comite: "T-he
stars. Even the youngster who plays Miehaei (the
use of our organization's name in this _program is a
"Militant Midget") starred as 11-year-old Travis
direct attack against us. and the independence moveYounger in the current Broadway musical . hit,
ment in general. . . The non~coincidental character of
''Raisin.''
the show is illustrated by events that occurred this
Set in a Chicago ghetto, "Good Times',' occasio~ally
past week in which members of .our organization, as
preaches on such subjects as busing, welfare and the
well as other' Puerto, Rican revQlutionary organizabias of I.Q. tests'. But, even though it's a step abo've
tions, have been. victims of harassment by agents of
its counterparts, the show stilt employs the same type.
the FBI. These acts of harassment have included phyone-line gags that have become trademarks of
sical vfr;,lations to our.homes:"
.
situation ·comedies and, again, which are less funny
El Comite also stated at the time that the_ producers
than those lines delivered by the Kingfish.
of "Kojak" were clearly aware that their qrga-nization
I \Yonder, too, if there is a difference in J.J. of
existed, since one of ,the program's principal actors,
"Good Times" snapping his fingers while shouting
the P.uerto Rican acto:r Jaime Sanchez, was ·aware of
"DY-NO-MITE" and Kingfish slapping his forehead
their work. The· timing of that specific p~ogram was
&nddeclaring "Holyma'k'el." ·
certainly no coincidence.
The only show I can think of which attempted to

'Kojak' Attac-ks

El Comite on CBS
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___________ ur Socialist Heritag _ _ _----...,.
\

In his review of Alice and 'Staughton
Lynd's Rank and File: ~ersonal Histories of Working Class Organizers (NAM
of June 1974), Al Richmond .criticized
one.of the militants whose stqry was re•
counted in the book. Richmond argued
that ·this person's support for the
Sailors' Union o{'the Pacific, a union
which barred Blacks from membership,
in a· ju-~_isdictional dispute· ·.with the
National Maritime Union, which had
Black members, was racist. He implied
that the record of Communist-led
unions like - the, NMW was generally
good with regard to the race question.
The American Left and the Ame,rican

labor movement share in the history of
American racism. And it has often been
within the context of labor struggles
that socialists have risen to fight racism
within_ working class institutions or
fallen into their own racism and opportunism.
The response ·to Richmond which
follows is by Stan Weir, the unionist
whom Richmond criticized.for his posis
tion in that dispute of the thirties. Weir
·argues '"that' the place to fight the
Sailors' Union's racism was inside the
union itself. Beyond this IJ,e contends
that the racial policy of the NMU was

more subtly racist than the SUP's ..
While we find truth in Richmond's
argument, we also find some validity in
wei; 's perspective. The Communist
Party '.s tendency during the Popular
Front.period of the lat(! thirties, and es"
pecially after the beginning of WWll to
:Suspend its anti-racist principles and to
transform communism into . "twentieth-century Ame,:icanism, " resulted.as
much from the Party's uncritical loyalty
to the Soviet revolution and its needs as
from their sincere (and overdue) attempt to end the ·isolation of their
movement and enter the mainstream of

Stan Weir· Racism and
Iabor
· or··ga·ni• 2- 1.

f
I:
1,

?

J
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T have recently learned· of Al Richmond's strange attack on me and the
Lynds, in his review of Alice and
Staugh'ton_ Lynds' book-; Rank and File,
in the· Ju~e 1974 issue of New American Movement.• It is the responsi~ility
of review_ers tp deal with a book first on
its own terms. If this is not done, what
they write too easily becomes s~lfserving, The Lynds, in -their introduction, make cleirr the intent -of the
volume they put toget,her, They feel
that the long continuing isolation of
rank-and-file labor militantg-from each
other must be combatted. There is no
mass organization available to bring
focus on the collective accomplishment
6f radical labor activists in_ order to
provide them forum for an assessment
of their life-work activity. The Lynds
felt that publishing a book which
brought the writings of a scm:e of these
isolated people together could become
more than a collection of separate auto_ ·biog;_aph!caJ,...,:ltories r,_e&:~~~er~!f~ ,!l,:e .. ·------fmgi.c'.:.:•~lfesS' ih·at ·exists~ every:where. ·1t ~6uld as well become a
meeting place in bound prfoted pages;
"----:::- a clearer vision of the promi~e of what
could be.
The review does not assess the...
book's stated purpose or implied idealism. Instead, its one detailed and focused criticism peaks with· a sort of
expose. It is alleged that the story by
one of the book's two ·Tcotskyists has
negative value because it constitutes a
devotion to "infighting on the Left."
Richmond then accuses this person oJ
racism, but does not name him. The
- mystery bigot is me.
In order of importance, the first response that must be made to the review
is not to the reviewer, but to the
publishers of New American Movement: There is no more serious epithet_
than ''racist.'' The accusation was
made in Kafkaesque manner in the
publication of a respected 1organization
and cannot therefore be ignored. The
editors made _no attempt beforehand to
check on the accuracy of .the allegations, to correct the method by which
they were put forth, or to inform either
myself or the Lyndi:, so tliat the attack
could be answered in the same or following issue of New American Movement.
·
Richmond's accusation ls hackneyed.
.,.-/ To him, the Lynds' b()ok is "fairly
clean,'' the ''major exception'' being
my piece. He neither discusses my criticisms of Communist policies on their
own merits nor gives recognition that
.the struggle against what I conside_r to
be incorrect Communist policies were a
-c:r daily fact of work life for me and others
during the 30s and 40s. Neither then
nor ·any time since, in my experience,
have "Commu~ists" or "their close
associates" been willing to discuss
criticisms of their policies with their critics. Instead they have answered the
,;£ criticisms with accusatiohs of "red
baiter,·· "Hitler Agent,'' "police spy,",
··employer's stooge, ... or "racist." This
diverted attention from the criticism,.
won the accusers recognition within the
party .-and temporarily helped _them putaside their inner doubts.

working class struggles. Richmond's
defense of C.P. labor practice in the 30s
evaded these developments in C.P.
policy in thatperiod.
If the Weir-Richmond exchang~
proves anything it is that racism pervadf:!s American 'life and the success of
a socialist movement depends upon an
approach to it within the labor 'movement and elsewhere that can .unite t!J,e
working class. That, in .tum, will require a ·socialist movement that is
independent of the short-term needs of
any other socialist movements-a real
new American movement.

Al Richmond

The reference to Stan Weir in my
review of the Lynds 1 book 'was concerned with just one episode: an elec·
· ·
· __,
tion contest between the Sailors' Union
ofthePacificand-theNationalMaritime
Union to represent seamen• on the
Standard Oil of California tanker fleet.
1
The SUP excluded Afro-Americans.
The NMU waged a persistent struggle,
_
·
· .-- 1
with consfrlerable success, to shatter
_
racist barriers aboard ships within its
jurisdfotion. In these circumstances, a
SUP victory meant reinforcement of
racist hiring patterns. Moreover, since
appeals to anti-Black prejudice were a
primary ingredient of the SUP campajgn, it also served to fortify racist
In the book I devote space to the
hiding their super patriotic conservaideology· Weir campaigned for the
racism in my-own background as well
tism was to advertise the existence of
SUP.
as th.at in t_he union I was then a
blacks in their membership. These
I did not delve into Weir's motivamember of, the Sailors' Union of the
were the same .people who had given
tions and did not, as he notes, get into
Pacific (SUP). There is not enough
full concentration to the slogan, •'thi'? is
c.ollateral issues of. Communist trade
space here to· repe~t it and make. ~lear
not the Negroes, War,'' before. Russia
union. -policy in th ~ 1930s a nd·4os,, I did
'the truths :of the situation in their f~ll .__ entered the wai. The . blacks were
take e.x;ception _to_E,i~,.s~m~ that Qt\,.
_~:<.:~~-?J~~il}>e.c~me -~·"9lf~e.i:c-:.Qll":;,..~,--.:J:<ir.ted 'to..put up,-wi1ih'·flifs-becau"'•s;s:ef'-~.e~'·'"i--,.;;·•~•~:n.~;t''g;.ye,:;_ uncritical support· to
the-Joo orgamzer for my umon dunng ,,c doors of the SUP andits affiliates were
eith er (the .SUP or NMU).'' Whereas
the middle of Worl!:l War II. Via a
closed to tlJ.em. .
the SUP excluded Blacks, he explained;
series of di:amatic.i.ncidt:;QtS I was soop. •
A-s Richmond knows, the doors of the 'the NMU "used" th~m as "political
confronted with the full' significance of
NMU were closed to me. I had been an
footballs."
racism within the SUP which contained
activist i~ what its o·fficials ~alled .a
I still believe this show-ofrneutrality
ijawaiians, Asians, Latins, and West
"fascist union." Too many of them
was bogus because, in practice, Weir
Indians, but which officially apd sysknew of my criticism of many of ·their
supported the SUP. Fro.m this he infers
tematically excluded Afro-Americans. I
policies. But that aside, what of the rest
that 1 ~eproach him because he "re-.
·was also a critic of policies of its East
of the SUP ranks for whom NMU memmaine_d· a member of the SUP and did
Coast based competitor, the then Combership was theoretically open? ·Should
not join the NMU •" This inference -is
munist O!'iented National Maritime
they have looked upon their union like
false. The issue is not his SUP memberUnion (NMU), including thyir treatthe NMU officials did and left it as if it
ship. There was' a variety of ways to
ment of the Black seamen in their
were a·racist monolith, beyond redempfight racism in the SUP (and Weir is
membership.
tion and all its _members guilty by assoright, of course, in saying such a fight
By becoming an organizer for the
ciation? Would it have 'helped.the. fight ..Jiad supreme. merit), but the pro-SUP
SUP l had ,set in motion ·a process by
to get jobs for blacks in the SUP if they
campa_ign on the Standard fleet was not
which.I was becomintg identified with
had joined the NMU? Is Richmond
oneof th em.
its officialdom. There is a distorted
aware that large numbers in the SUP
With respect to the issfie-of racism, I
form of security in tl;iat identification.
were arid are uneasy about their
categorically disagree with his seeming
History and life circumstance forced on, -union's self-defeating exclusion of
plague-on-both-their-houses, attitude.
me the need to reverse the process. I
Afro-Americans? Does lie believe the
On this issue, at that time and in that
went back all the way into the ranks of
SUP ranks are forever unable to create
context, the NMU was essentially right
the SUP as.an oppositionist. By distor- , change? The questions are rhetorical.
and the SUP was essentially wrong. It
tion and avoidance of context, RichExtend the logic of Richmond~s attidoes no good to obscure this distinction
mond calls my action a "show of
tude~ to the rest of American whites
with abstract generalizations about
1
.:neutrality'' that is "bogus" because,
and the struggle for radical change
trade union bureaucracies.
he says, I continued to support the SUP
would have to be abandoned among the·
In his narrative Weir noted the con"in practice." He does not say how or
bulk of the nation's population. He
sjderable -militancy and influences of
why. J can- only conclude that for him it.
might remember that when black.s
"radicalism, principally of a syndicalist
was because I remained a member of
excluded whites-from full participation
variety, in SUP ranks. If despite such
the SUP and did notjQin the NMU. And
in the-1960's civil rights struggles, they
influences, exclusion of Afro-Ameri~
what a lack of care to misquote me as
told whites that their first responsibility
cans was maintained, this, it seems to ,
saying, "I had not thought a_bout the
was ,to go among whites where they
me, highlights the tragic.,and tenacious
racial issue ... "
...,
could be most effective in the fight to
grip of racism. In that samE! World War
To me, going to the ranks is not an
·achieve the ultimate goal of integration
II period the companion union of the
attempt to find neutral ground. Rathe'i-,
in an entirely new and fully democratic
SUP on Pacific Coast merchant ships,
I took a third alternative independent of
meaning of the term. The, ~dvice
the Marine Firemen, voted better than
the two bureaucracies. The correct
remair,is good right into the present_.
two to one in a referendum to reaffirm
place for a member of a union to· fight
To this moment there has never been
its ban on Blacks. That Communist
the reactionary policies of his or her
a socialist organization in America that
tactical ·blunder, marlied by more zeal
union is inside that union. In this ~ has developed a program on which· than wisdom hi an effort to end racist
instance the NMU officials had no
blacks could develop a vi.able and
exclusion, inadvertently gave racist ofperspective for combatting the policies
protracte_d struggle. They have all been.
ficials an opening to put the issue on a
of the SUP that were reactionary any
either too elitist, opportunistic, or isoreferendum ballot does not alter the
more than the SUP officialS\ had a
lated from the blacks to do· so in
result or what it revealed. The most
progressive program to counter reac- ·
conjunction with and taking leadership
common racist appeal to the engine·
tion in the NMU. The two· bureaufrom the blacks. The emergence of the
department seamen was, •'The Comcracies each lived largely off what was
black. liberation.movement means this
mie rats want to put niggers in your
wrong with the pther's ideas, thus
no longer need be the case, providing
fo'c'sle."
diverting attention from their own
socialists are able fo make a creative
I mention this to illustrate the virufailings. During World War.II the NMU
and critical evaluation of past and
lence of the racism then present and its
was telling black as well as white
present relative.to this issue.
. exacerbation by exploiting the peculiar
seamen to put aside their grievances.
nature of the merchant marine, in
and defense .of goals of tlw 30s for the "duration." The one way they had of
(Continued on Page 13) .
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OPINION

ISRAEL A.ND TijE U.S.

The fashionable view on the. Left today is that Israel
has become a sort of Guantanl/.mO Bay base in the
Middle East for the U.S. and that Zionism succeeded
only because it found imperialist allies. It is ce~ainly
true that both the movement and the state hav(l allied
. thems~lves with great powers, but this is not so differ.ent from the actions of other nationalist movements
from the' Polish and Hungarian struggles of the nineteenth century to the Arab nationalists who aligned
themselves first with the British against the Turks,
then with the Nazis against the: British and Jews, and
today with the Soviet Union.
lronically, both pro- and anti-Israel forces in this
country have tried to paint a picture of a tight, longterm U.S.-Israel ii.ll\ance, but this is contrary to the
facts. Israel's victory in 1948 ·against the invading
Arab armies was due not to the U.S. but to Soviet aid.
Not only did Israel not receive arms from the West,
the U.S. declared an arms embargo on shipments to
the Middle East which obj~ctively hurt -Israel. While
by Barry Rubin
both the U.S. and USSR granted imediate diplomatic
If today Zionism i:eprese'nts the vast majority of the
r~cognition to Israel, Soyiet ,recpgnition. w~s. de jure
The ''Jewish question'' was q problem for the Left
Jewish people it is due not only to the existence of
while the U.S. only gave de facto recognition. The·
long before the establishment of the state of Israel.
But the existence of a Jewish state in Palestine has
Israel as a JeW'ish nation_, but also to the historical
British record during ,the mandate period was hardly
sharpened the pr.Qblem. The realities of anti-semitism
failure of its two main competitors-the liberal assimiproJZionist. Far _from wanting israel Ifs a base to proin Europe an<!, the Moslem countries and the Jewish
ationist and revolutionary socialist approaches. The
tect the Suez Canal, the British threatened Israel
oppression of the Palestinians are further complicated
former, which took Germany as its model, aimed for·
when, during the 194~-49 war, Israeli troops peneby great power aspirations in.the Mideast as well as
J~wish assimilation in a secular democratic state. The
trated into the Sinai, and five british fighters were
by the ·emotional aspects of the issue for a Left that
latter, taking Soviet Russia as its model, aimed fot
shot down on that .front. British officer§ also led tq_e
has itself traditionally included many Jews.
Jewish assimilation in a socialist state. During the
Jordanian Arab Legion against ~srael. Later, as one
The opinion column that follows is.an attempt to uncontemporary British specialist wrote, the Eisenhower
Holocaust, millions of Jews were killed as the
ravel the tangle of contradictions that is the Mideast.
Germans and their eastern European allies showed
administration ''regarded Israel as an intolerable nuiThough it is not the official position of NAM on the
how precarious the situation of Jews was in other
sance getting in the way of good relations with the
_situation there, we feel its publication here, does reppeople's states. Equally traumatizing was the almost
Arab' states." The U.S. opposed Israel during its 1956
resent NAM's willingness to reexamine the sacred
universal refusal of the western democracies to accept _ agg-r:ession against Egypt. cows of the Left, and our open and undogmatic apJewish,.refugees, even.when the Nazis tried to expel
Since U.S. interests 1n the Arab world always have
proach -to. the difficult' questions-international and
them.
outweighed Israel's importance to this country, they
domestic-which face us.
Things were not much better under the Commuhave dictated that while the U.S. would support
nists. Stalin caried otit anti-semitic policies throughout
Israel's existence this support sho_uld not endanger
· Twenty-five years ago the American Left was virtuthe 19?0s and 1940s, interrupted only during the war.
the American position in the Arab world. Israel's vieJ~wish cultural institutions were destroyed and
tory in the 1967 war, however, persuaded U.S.
ally 11nanimoui; in supporting the establishment. of
Israel; today it is virt-yally unanimous in calling for
Jewish leaders executed by the hundreds. Despite a
policy-makers that it could play a major role in proIsrael's destruction. Has reality actually changed that
revolution, Russia was still very much a land of antitecting American interest~ -in the Middle East and
much during these years?
Semitism. ''You Ziimists do not believe in the futurechanged the relationship. But the October 1973 war in
I think, not. Rather than developing ari ~bjective and
of east European Jewry and its peaceful developand the new Arab oil power has begun to tip the balX
r~tion view of .the A!ab-Israeli conflict, most progresment,'' said the Israeli Communis_t Party in the early
an~e back. Kissinger understands that if anyone will
'\
sives..have simply ehanged
,side -they: uncritic~Jy _ 19?0s. "You ~I~ayS' ~en them that the Poles will
protect American imperial interests in the region over
.
support. Once the world (and the U.S. Left) recognized
devour·them:-"'"1fo<l"ilrdeed';-tfi'ec€oiriifhmist~hl~ mn it will be S~dat. and Feisal rathe.r th~n
:· "
~ only. the rights o_f Israelis aJ.ld -ign?re~ th~ Pi;,.lest~torically ~ron~ _ang
~ionis~s. right,_ not only about
R;Qin:·of cou;s~;·ilieclass° in ·powe~ i.n· Isra~l-has--eo1?•-~
.:.
ians; _now ther~ has merely been a shift t6 the other
the react~onary ~oles and Russians, but also about t~e
mon interes~s with the ~.S. as do 1ts counterparts m
~-, .
extreme.
·
-~-~•. -;:: Communists. Today,Jn~ndreds of thousands of Soviet
other·countnes, but that is a tnat~r whose redress re- ......,~-~~n-fttc~_;:.t'_i:e-:.;;Miaare-~\:~f!;er-:§C>-;,ears of anti-Zionist,propaganda, are
quires intemal political and class struggle to remedy
,_,..
- - -1\ vnen, a Hebrew lrmversity professor known for his
trymg to leave tQ go to Israel or. somewhere else where
rather than outside conquest.
studies of Marxism, reminds us, ''is not between the
they ~an have their right_s. ,
Forces do exist .in Israel that oppoi,e the close ii.lligreat powers, nor is it a conflict between imper-ialism
Of this experien'ce, Isaac Deutscher wrote, ''Israelis
artce with·the U.S., but as lqng as the issue remains
and anti-colonialism, or between 'democracy' and
who have known me as an anti-Zionist of long standone of survival the contradiction between the interests
'communism.' Basically and ultimately it is a conflict
ing are curious to hear what I think about Zionism. I
of the lsrae1i people and the aims of the U.S. governbetween two movements for natibnalliberation."
have of course long since abandoned my ahti-Zionism,
ment will not surface. Amos Kenan, an Isra:eli.newswhic4 was· based on a confidence in the European
paper columnist, in an open letter to progrE;lssives
KEY ISSUES
labor movement ... If ins~ead of arguing against Zionaround the world, writes, ''The only ones_ who .are
ism int~ 1920s and 1930s I had urged European .Jews
prepared to defend me,. for reasons I don't like at aH,
It is diffjcult to even begin to discuss such a comto go to Palestine, I might have help_ed to save some of.
are the Americans ... You are flinging m_e towards.
plex question in such limited space, but I hope to
the lives that were later extinguished in Hitler's gas
America, the bastion of de111ocracy and tlie murderer
discuss some key issues, hopefully teward a· reconcham~ers." Given this history, I think that radicals
of Vietnam, who tramples the downtrodden peoples
sideration of the Left's stand on this issue. First, Zions_!iould show a little more understanding of. the reaand spares my life, wh• oppresses the Blacks and supism has been a legitimate nationalist movement (with
plies me·witli arms~ save myself. You-leave me no
sons for Israel's creation and existence.
all the strengths and• weaknesses that implies) and
(Continqed on Page 15)
Israel is as legitimate a state as any othe1:.in the world.
Second, that the Arab-Israeli struggle is between local'
forces, with the outside activities of great powers
being secondary. Third, that the Palestii1_e Lib,eration
Organization's (PLO) proposal of a "secular, democratic state" ii, impractical arid misleading as a solution. Fourth, that the only long-term solution for the
conflict is through mutual recognition of P!!lestinian
Arab and Israeli Jewish national rights and the establishment of an independent Palestinian state alongside Istael. Finally, the duty of the Left .is to support
progressive forces ori both sides. A just solution -with
two se.parate states based on mutual recognitionwould increase the chances of social progress .and, ·
social revolution in the Middle East.
Zionism holds that Jews are a nation rather than a
mere religious sect, that the "Jewish question" has
resulted from this dispersion of this n~tion and its·sub. sequent distorted class structure, and -that the solution of the Jewish- question could only come with the
establishment of a Jewish state-Israel. The short-.
comings of Zionism are similar to those of other
nationalisms: playing down class question!;,, tendencies toward. chauvinsim, bourgeois leadership. These
are not in themselves reasons for condemning nation-_
alist movements. Socialists understand that national
aspirations have to be realized. before they can .be
transcended.
The point is that -Zionism was a rational response to
the conditions facing Jews and cannot be understood
· as some kind of front for imperialism. It was a massbased movement with broad support amorig Jewish
working people,·with a significant left wing advocating jQQJ.t Jewish-Arab class·stniggle. Further, Zionism·
· was:,~lways a primarily secular movement, rejecting
the religious definitiop. of the Jewish people as did its
nationalist competitor, the Jewish Bund.
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The wages of imperialism

/

by John Farley
New York Westside NAM
IN HIS COMMENTS on the Weather
Underground's Prairie Fire (Dec.-Jan
New American Move,:nent)·, John Ehrrenreich makes an argument that
seems to me seriously incorrect. ''The
central dilemma of American socialism,'' says he, is ''the· apparent contradiction between the immediate selfinterest of the majority of the American
working class and the anti-imperialist
and anti-racist movements of the Third
World."
Emphasizing ''the depth of the di. lemma,'' he claims t)rat ''the majority
of the American people, including most
Blacks and other Third World people in
the U.S., are the short-run beneficiaries of American imperialisnf.-That is,
as a result of imperialism past and
present they enjoy a relatively high (on
a world scale) standard of living and
relative economic stability." Consequently, "in times of crisis in capitalism, produced by crises in the maint~marice of imperialism, it implies that a
large number, if not a majority of
Americans would ha,ve a strong interest
in the restoration of imperialist relationships.''
,
It is true that American living standards are relatively high on_ a world
scale. This is a result of centuries of
capital accumulation. Worldwide looting has played-and still plays-a vital
part in this process, but so has the
extraction of surplus value from American workers. Once we. realize this the
question of ''penefitting from imperialism" assumes a different character.
We benefit from the involuntary sacrifices made by American and foreign
workers in the pas.t. We are fortunate
in bein:g born in this time and place
rather than in. -the underdeveloped
c~unt;ies or 19th century·u.s.
But the real question is whether or
not American workers have an interest
in maintaining the imperialist system.
The existence of "benefits does not
prove anything by itself. After all, .any
system (including slavery) provides·
some benefits ~to the oppressed (e.g.,,
guatanteed lifetime employment). Nor
does th.!} existence of somebody worse
off prove anything by itself-afj,er all,
there is always somebody worse of~_.
Any realistic vieyv of imperialism has
to consider the huge- C?sts of maintain-

SPORTS
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are the ma~agers and major st<>ckholders fo the giant multi-national ·corporations.
Even Paul Sweezy, who is generally,
"Third-Worldist," wrote in 1971:
Wars like that in Indochina,
which is literally tearing to pieces
the fabric of U.S. society ... [are]
grim efforts of the capital-0wning
class to preserve at all costs the
,
overseas markets and sources of
raw materials which are increasingly vital elements in the profitmaking potential of the giant corporations.**

'

Dear Friends,
I certainly agree with Paul Hoch (DecJan. issue) that since TV football represents
such a large factor in our culture we need to
analyze it carefully. I found his article very
disappointing, however, because it seemed
to me merely to rehash a lot of cliches about
the mass attraction of the game-for example, that the violence and uniforms represent the appropriate spectacle for our militarized society.
Look closely at football violence. It come
in 10- to 30-second bursts, with 30- to 60second rests. The violence, the physical
contact, is turned on and off at will. If a fight
breaks out, the participants are banished for
the day. The lesson here is that violence is
good if directed, controlled, orderly, sanctioned; bad if indulged in outsides of the
rules. This is fine socialization of individuals
for our culture. Told when, how, ·and
against whom, we have sanction' to be
violent. Otherwise, we must be controlled,
law a.biding citizens. Since the Nixons and
Rockefellers don't have to play by those
_rules, it is necessary that they induce the
_ rest of us to want to be "sportsmanlike,"
the better to keep us in line and maintain
their power.
·
So the powerful like to encourage sports
spectacles, but why do the r.est of us love
them so much. Not, I submt, because of the
violence. Ifit were, the superstars would be·
offensive and defensive linemen, the biggest and most violent. But the superstars
are just those players who are the objects of
the violence-Joe Namath, 0.J. Sim}?son,
Paul Warfield-whose heroics entail evad-

ing the empire. The 20th century has
been a history c:if almost continuous
warfare. The 50 million or so who qied
in the Second World War certainly did
not get any net benefit from imperialism, although many lived in imperialist
countries. On a less dramatic 'level, the
propping up of authoritarian regimes
The clear conflict of interest, then, is
around the world enables the giantcorbetween the capital-owning ~lass and
por~tions to make American workers
the profits of the giant corporations·on
unemployed by establishing runaway
the one hand, and the general populashops in cheap labor areas. And even if
tion forming the "social fabric" being
we disregard the psychological and
torn apart on the other hand.
cultura,l costs of fostering a cold-war
One more argument might be made
mentality, we have to conclude tMt the
in an attempt to show the interest
arms budget of nearly $100 billion a
American workers have in imperialism.
year is an enormous burden.
Many multi-nationals make a quarter to
Imperialism has clearly involved gloa half of tlieir profits abroad. Since probal plunder, and a little calculation
fits are a key to prosperity, hasn't the
shows how much this loot would mean
exploitation of other countries helped
to the average American (if it were
U.S. capitalism to attain prosperity_?.
divided equally, which it certainly is
And don_'t American workers share. in
not). Between 1950 and 1972, there was
this prosperit_y?
a $50 billion outflow and a $99 billion
Undoubtedly it is better to be a worinflux.* The U.S. benefitted by $49
ker under a prosperous capitalism than
billion at the expense of the rest of the
under a stagnant capitalism. But what
world. This works out to about $2.2
ab~ut the socialist alternative'? Since
billion annually, or roughly ten dollars
-monopoly capitalism and imperialism
per person. This hardly adds up to a
are virtually identical today, asking
good reason for the average American
whether American workers benefit
to support a bloody war.
frotn imperialism is like asking whether
But of course the average American
American workers benefit from capitaldoes not make the basic decisions. In
ism. Is imperialism in the interests of
weignilig the costs and benefits of imAmerican workers? Is capitalism fo the
perialism, the question of wh~ther or
interests of American workers? While
not imperialism "pays" is a class queswe can point to some benefits of capition. lf you hold enormous amounts of
talism - living standards, literacy,
st6ck in a multi-national corporation,
health-the real question is: what's the
you benefit significantly from imperialalternative? There .is, after all, a ·better
.ism. Otherwise you don't.
way to live.
Let us take the example offered by
Ehrenreich-the Vietnam war. AccordTHIRD WORLDISM
ing to Ehrenreichr ''the very existe~ce
of the Weather underground and, on a
It is important to realise that the
much l~rger scale, must of the New
"Third-Worldism" of Ehrenreich and
Left of the sixties, proves that people
P,:airie F!rl! !J.as-_a real basis in history.
1::an an44o .think aµd..-act~against-'their - --"Diirfng the perio~ of unchallenged U.S.
immediate material self-interest." It
imperial hegemony-roughly from the.
seems to me that the anti-war moveend of. the Second World War to the
ment demonstrated that millions of
collapse of the Bretton..,\¥Dod
[.,.i.
~mericans could be convinced that the
ment in-..:197c3.....:.rue ptinfary contradic~
war was ·not in their interests. And it
tion really was between the advanced
wasn't!
·
imperial centers anq the revolutionary
The pl-o-war arguments were about
national liberation movements of the "repelling Communist aggression"
Third World. During this 'period, the
and "defending freedom," not boostmost important dev~lopments were the
ing U.S. living standards. The alleged
triumph ,of the Chinese and Cuban
Communist "threat" was t0 our freerevolutions and_ the defeat of. U.S.
imperialism in Southeast Asia. Nothing
dom and military security, not to ''our''
investments. The only people in the
that happened in the advanced coun~
u.S. who stand to benefit significantly
tries was of comparable importance.
_H-owever, now because of th.e crisis
from a victory for the right in, Vietpam

in capitalism, unprecedented since tire
1930s, American workers are being
hard hit by massive layoffs and huge
price increases. The capitalists-who\
were supposedly pampering the wor-_
kers (at least the white workers) with'
privileges, {lccording to the original
Weather a,nalysis-are trying to make
the workers pay the. costs of the crisis.
It seems to me the Left should figure
out how to relateto spontaneous struggles of people trying to- defend their
standard of living. We should not be
fooled by reactionary propaganda telling workers not to strike for higher
wages becalli:le they would be taking
food from the. m~mths of the starving
people of Bangladesh,'' etc. If we
tighten our belts the imperialists will
not send the savings to Bangladesh.
''Imperialism gives no refunds.''
* Paul M. Sweezy, "Growing Wealth,
Declining Power," Monthly Review,
March 1974, pp. 6-7.
** Paul M. Sweezy, "On the Theory
of Monopoly Capitalist," in Modern
Capitalism, MR Press, 1972, p. 37;

~~letters~·__
ing the violent intensions of the "bruisers"
-of outwitting or outrunning them in order
to reach their goal and "score." (Thing
about what the word score can mean for
us-in drugs, in sex, in entertainment; in
mqneymaking, in theft.)
We all feel the daily pressures in our
lives-in set Plays, turned on and off like
football violence-and want release from
the many oppressions all working people
and their- families suffer, especially in our
sinking economy. We live battered like interior lineman. Then how glorioqs the'burst
into freedom-0.J.·drives through three-or
four tacklers and is suddenly in the openhe is fr~ and he will score.
Th&t is the moment of escape that makes
football so popular~the fantasy of the silent
majority, not of violence but of the sudden
escape· from the violence of their lives, not
by dropping out or running away, but by
breaking free and getting the goal-The
American Dream-and scoring.
Of course, football was not created to fulfill a fantasy. It just happens to fit our current needs. I remember following Pro-Football in the late 40s and early 50s'8rarely was
it on TV; Sunday sport pages covered only
college.games, barely mentioning the pros;
and tickets were plentiful, sell-outs exceedingly rare. Then something clicked, or
rather our fantasies changed, and football
was right for the new way to the American
dream. Once the myth had been in.dividual
vs. individul,ll-pitcher. against batter-a
different sport had been king, had fit the

review ~f Joy of Sex in particular.
I found her attack on the liberal "affection" for hostility right on target, and long
overdue.
As she says, "We cowards" who prefer
to strug~l: with the causes of ~ostility in_ 01;1r
relationships rather than to express 1t m
' 'healthy combat' are 'afraid of our own
. emotions.' "
'
Sould be sent to all victuns of Freudian
"shrinks" who are busy pounding pillows
or each other to get rid of "hostility."
Her comments on Frederick Perls famous
(infamous) "I am I, etc." are likewise long
overdue and vitally necessary. Perls' statement is nothing but the liberal side of the
fascist Ayn Rand's Virtue of Selfishness.
Jack Greenspan
•
Elizab_e.th, NJ

pattern.
Now the individual, faced with violence,
surrounded, threatened· with being overwhelmed, takes to the myth of flight-but
has been convinced that is the loser's way,
the coward's path. Better to be O.J.
Simpson, big, quick, agile, cutting into the
clear. Better to fly _through than away from.
When I was a kid, Leo Durocher put the
myth of that time best,- ''Nice guys finish
last.'' It was a beautiful capsule statement
of our culture. Things have changed.
Baseball is out, football in. With the times
against us and the empire coming down
around us, Vince Lombardi's philosophy
has come to sem best, "Run for daylight."
Organized spectacle sport for profit and
emotional release is central -to our culture.
As the pressures ~crease and the fantasies
become more desperate, the ability of a
form like pro-football to meet the need of .
most Americans will diminish. People's
frustrations~ seek new outlets-possibly
even political outlets: Maybe an understanding of the immense popularity of
sports will help NAM increase that possibility. That's why I'd like to see a more perceptive analysis than that of Roch's "Gridiron
Gladiators."
Rich Yurman
San Francisco
JOY
Have just finished reading your J;>ec.-Jan.
·edition.
Enjoyed mosi items, but Karen Rotkin's

AFL-CIA
Editor,
The material you carried months ago ·on
the use of the AFL-CIO as a front for international work by the State Dept., multi-nationals,- and the Cla were a signal service
to the labor movement. This type of
material has been neglected in the radical
.
press.
However, more is involved. Can _we
assume that the unions that have allowed
themselves to become fronts for the CIA
overseas are not involved.,._in_ ~IA penetration inside the U.S.? The recent disclosures
of a massive CIA domestic operations
program must cause us to ask what metl-jo'4,,
and personnel are used by the CIA _to secur~,
(Continued on page 13)
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voice of the rank and file, not tied to or
able to be disbanded by any particular
(Continued from Page 12i
slate of leaders, can an effective
their domestic base for overseas operations.
\Continued from Page 10) (C,ontinued from P~ge 3 )
counterforce be created to the conserIf they financed and
· pressures a t work on.any umon
·
, established, according
.
which men not only worked together,
third, the very process of mobilization
vat'izmg
to L
Hunt,
_Ximes,
others a
..._
r
\. - " . ~
s i i"the--NY
filnd
~ i nand
g publishers
l:mt ·1i"._ed together. An understanding
necessary
to win power in the union
leadership, however well-intentioned.
, ~ . , !.: '~"o"''. ,~uor's books, and others
of the.unique obstacles that had to be
helped create a struggle-oriented, or_ Whe~ all is said. ~nd done, it :"ill be
,ft..,--:;.,
wouid. they do the same to ,ensure proper
overcime renders ali the more impresganizationally experiencefd memimpossible for umon leaderships to
~>
coverageo.itffa>CIA~l?~~~-~-i,r.;,....,..,,...·~-.lo..l~-i.:£~~ed .by th~~
bership.
consistently withstand the co-opting
,,, - - ~ t h
pi:ess_
e
of unions involved like the CW A,
NMU, with Communists in tn:::".e~v~a~n,..,,":t~o~llo>--""';;;;;;..=m1;..,..,;.,,·Wf··-~"s'~Pgan@~~'l.}.<;lj!).i.i.u,jql}.t,V-}_g torc1:;s t.~~ corporate
>-·
- otherhood of Railway Clerks, AFSCME,
qestroy racist employment patterns.
tional rank-and-file network in the
rulers, and the federal government, in
_ - etc? o
e.CI_A. use the same methods at
Denigration of that.achievement serves
UMW capabl~ of keepin~ the leaderthe absen_ce of a strong so?falist m9vehome that they used in places like Chile?
nejther history nor reasoned dialogue
ship on the right track, points to the
ment. Such a movement, mdepenaent
Union members are becoming aware of
on the Left.
crucial need for permanent, semi-aufrom even the most liberal sector's of
the interconnections between the foreign
I would also suggest that Weir think
tonomous rank-and-file organization.
the Democratic and Republican Parties,
operations of these _unions and th~ domestic
through all the implications of his
Militant reform organizations within
wi·11 b e necessary for b uild'mg t he unity
policies
of
the
same
...
Who
are
the
domestic
equivalents of the Hunts, Barkers, etc. in
remark about Blacks bein~ used as
unions, like the Miners for De~ocracy,
and class consciousness .of the r~the labonnovenient here?
'
"political footballs" in the NMU. Aside
should not be viewed simply as electorand-file labor movement to the point
Not long ago a new council was formed to
from what it implies about NMU offial machines. Only if these organizawhere the pitfalls o.f traditional Americials, it also contains some implications
tions maintain str.ong existences as the
can trade unionism can be avoided.
co-opt the rising Chi~ano militancy in the

?.t

labor movement-by the leaders of the
AFL-CIO. This council of Latin Americans
in the trade union movement in the .S. has
as a list vice-president one Jack Otero; a
f
f h
. . h
person- who 1s m c arge o one o t e
programs of the international trade secretariat work in Latin America that was used
in Chile, Brazil, etc. He works, ostensibly,
out of BRAC headquarters. This type of
interdependence of personnel must be
exposed in other unions by a systematic
scrutiny of the roster of those_ involved ln or
supportive of the covert intelligence domination of. AFL-CIO programs abroad. Pae New American Movement can help

about Blacks who allegedly allowed
.themselves to be so used.
Weir raises a host of other issues
l d
·
re ate to Communist behavior and
policy· These were not discus1?ed in my
·review because th e Ly nd s' book did not
st rike me as th e springboard for such a
discussion. I refrain from going into I
them now for two reasons: (1) A serious ·
discussion of these fssu_ es, which ent ..,.;ls analys1·s of Commums
· t men'ts as
well as- d e·fec t s, wou ld exceed t h e
b oun d s of th'1s space; (2) I ·have the
fee1·I
that all those
1

0

\©)[b)'_@·'_[?1j_0@0[TI]_
0

was to defy the law by staging a
showing with the normal amount of
pub licit~. The film would begin, only to
((!ontin,ued from page 4)
.
not existed. More m 1·11· tant and certa1··nly _ be immediately interrupted by the
more visible that the Movement de
police. There were the usual• arrests
Liberation des Femmes (MLF), they
and tqe event was publicized in ·the
took the right to abortion as a specific
press as it would never have been
goal.
otherwise. After this had happened
The two best known are Choisir a
quite a few times in major French
l1'b era1, work'mg-wit
· h'm-the-system 'or' cities, even the most obtuse enfor~rs
·
gamzation
(with Gisele Halimi, a wellof law and order had to see that it got
•Known leftist barrister, who defended
nowhere. The demand was simply too
the accused women from Bob1' gny) and
strong 1 and forbidding private showthe Mouvemeht pour la Liberte de
ings w~ ">t politically advisable.
l' Avortiment et( de la Contraception
From then on the baned film had an
(MLAC) which has used directly sub-·
.extraordinary career, with several-reels
versive methods by.actually performing.circulating all across Fra,nce, being
abortions (i.e., breaking the law) ·in
sho\_'Vll. by all kinds of political and
storefront clinics, or collecting funds to
non-political organizations.
send women to Holland or England
WHAT NOW? France is the first
(after four or six weeks of pregnancy).
Catholic country to legalize abortion
Both organizations were open to
and this is an enormous step forward
mert-MLAC needed M.D.'s, who are
(the bill's opponents went as far as
mostly male. MLAC managed to touch
bringing a tape recording of a threeworking class. women, precisely bemonth~old fetus' heartbeats to ''speak
cause they were the ones who most
for itself" at the National Assembly).
needed.free abortions and information
But in. a country wlwre most women
on contraception. And its most remarkwork, then coni'e home for their "secable ·innovation was group discussion
ond shift," much remains to be done.
before and after the· abortion, so that
While "macho" attitudes prevail at all
the wdmen who caine could also dis-·
levels of society and will be difficult to
cuss their problems and find solidarity.·
eradic*te; one must not get too 'heady·
As for publicity, it came, thanks to
with tqe first success.
Pompidou's law~and-order ,governBut the main problem i~ ihe choice of
ment. After Bobigny, which .brought
he issue of legal abortion to all TV
a new strategy. Now that we have
"our" minister and "our" law, we
iewers, the next clash came when the
don't want to be told-just,as with the
ilm Board of Censors clamped down
·vote-"What are you still compalining
n a remarkable documentary movie:
about?" Much depends on what grassHistoires d'A." ("A" stood for the
roots Qrganizations will choose to work
rbidden Word!) This was a wellade montage of a number ot- d1scuson n6w, in ,a political context where
QS, demonstrations, etc., including a
both -the right and the Left are· shaky
ry undramatic abortion
•
allies ..
The film was banned ·
the i<;fea ·

and

-

vision then created a shrunken reality
of who would really be interested in
·•·
NAM qua sect group. I was recently approached by some
prominent members of the Congressional Black Caucus and-• by some
well-known left-liberals who have been
meeting to discuss the present crisis.
They wanted to ·know if the Left was
going to have any serious political
by Michael P. Lerner*
yet the New Left itself refused to appreorganization with which they might
Davenport conference. Davenport and
ciate its own significance and repeated
work in 1976. Would that I could have
Harry Boyte's article, "Organizing
subsequent meetings confirmed tlie ·
how unsuccessful it had been. To talk,
told them of NAM's '76 str1:1tegy, or of
Against Idealism'' (New American
basic thrust of our underlying politics
as Boyte ·does; as if the failure.s of the
a rati6nal socialist grouping that these
Movement, Nov. 1974) is a perfect conand organizational form, but it rejected
New Left,were inevitable consequepces
people might align with. Instead, th,ese
firmation of my thesis (In ''Weatherthe political strategy of placing primary
of material conditions is a mystification
people will be forced to develop their
man, Whither NAM?," New American
emphasis on the developing economic
that absolves one ofresponsibility for
own organizational form (which the
Movement, Oct. 1974) that psychologicrisis.
the ideas that one holds, or for organizLeft can then piously attack as being
cal rather than political factors must be
Now what is to be gained by denying
_ing an alternative.
too "liberal") or just sit out the perioi:l
explored if we are to underst~nd
my role in all this? Must I be subject to
Of course, correct ideas and a healahead entirely. If the Left had a serious
NAM's failures. I know Harry Boyte to
a Stalinist falsification of history and
thy self-conception are not suffi:dent.
mass national organization that was
be an intelligent and sensitive person;
personal abuse so that my current critiThey arise in part through argument,
seeking to establish itself as the voice
yet consider his response. A rational
cisrris of NAM can be dismissed as irexplanation, analysis, but also through
of the work,ing people in this country,
response to my criticism of NAM would
relevant?
forms of political activity and struggle..
these liberals would have to join us aJ;J.d
have been to deny my assertion that
Through a dialectical interaction bestruggle to be. our right wing. Instead,
NAM failed tq reach out beyond its
IDEALISM
tween concrete struggles and other
by leaving the vacuum until they act,
forms of political experience on the one
we will have to join them and be their
original constituency, or to deIPonstrate that the period in question (1972
Next, Boyte revives the conception of
hand and' the available theories and
left •wing. We will pay dearly in the
through 1974) was a bad time to reach
materialism dominant in the Second
ideas that. evaluate that experience.on
future for refeusirig to create our own
and speak to the American working
and Third International, in which ideas
the other w~ develop a process through
dynamic and inste_ad waiting to join and
class, or to argue that my goals were
are seen as a mere reflection of
which people ca_n come to change their
influencp ·their dynamic. For ex:ample,,
inappropriate (perhaps by claiming
material reality. Hence, Boyte accuses
self-conceptions and their ideas. If we
an organization that we create would
that hav-ing NAM as the home for old
me of idealism because in explaining
place primary emphasis on the theocertainly not have its primary emphasis
New Leftists that it has become is a
collapse of the New Left and the failure
rie.s, We get a model of political activity
on electoral work,. though we might
good thing and the be~t that could be
of NAM I take the ideas and theories
that calls for the creation of inteUectual
give that some attention. Whereas any
hoped for). He could have agreed with.
·and people's self-conceptions to have
journals and radfoal newspapers and
organization that the authel)tic libme about the past failures, but dispute _been important factors. Boyt-e is simply
consciousness-raising groups and indierals" create will almost certainly be
my contention. that this was a continureviving a ·vulgar form of ·Marxism
vidual therapy; if we place primary
primarily electoral and we will have to
ing trend by pointing out to me specific
which should not ·be tolerated in a Left
importance on struggle we get a
struggle to get other kinds of political
ways in which the organization was
now free to lay to rest Stalin's dogma-,,,
generation of New Left activists who
work in that context. And then we wff
now going to play a major role (e.g., by
tism. If people's self-understanding
are courageous in the streets but desbe told by Boyte's vulgar materialism
and their political conceptions were
pair afterwards because they have
that "material conditions" prevented
pointing out to me projects it was initiating in its own name on the national
rigidly produced by their class position
accepted Nixon's interpretatc>n that
any alternative, so that we can feel
level for which it was developing a
and economic conditions then political
they aren't really accomplishing anygood aboutourpoliticalirtesponsibility.
strategy to get itself known to people
agitation and the concentration on conthing, 0 ~ time's interpretation that the
iwrite all this because I still believe in
sciousness would be irrelevant: people
workfng. class hates them and will
the original political and organizational
outside the already-convinced)·.
Because he couldn't argue for any of
simply would come to the appropriate
never move in.a radical direction. The
conception of NAM, and still believe
__the:abov~, Boyte could have accepted
ideas at the right time. It is this kind of
correct balance:.militant struggles that
NAM could play a role in creating a
thinking that helps to make sense of
organize pl!ople, correct understanding·
Socialist party that would be approprimy article as friendly but sharp critiNAM's unwillingness to provide leadthat shows people their potential
ate for the peri"gd ahead. Many of the
cism to. be taken to heart. Instead, we
get a wild flailing out 'that includes
ership and diiection in the past few
power.
people Lk:u.ow in NAM are among the
denying my role as a central founder of
years-if you think ideas will develop.
But .NAM has failed to exploit the
most inte1ligent, dedi5.!!_teg.,...and politi.,_.,,
NAM (which would be irrelevant anyspontaneously in an appropriate way,
unique possibilities that this period
cally sophisticateo-p~ap~a~met in
• . ,,.
way to the truth of my criticisms),
then perhaps all you really need organiprovides. Boyte and others in the
any left political o r g a n i z a t i ~ ..
proposing a vulgar Marxist theory
zationally is a home for those who have
national leade.rship. talk about waiting__, them share my: c_riti&i~~f:l of
about idealism which he seJ)s as_. the . se,en theJigl).t,.. _ _
~"'. _ ,;: · ~ · .~, 't';J:~heritfo,;Jib~mis.~o,,;surface-.-.."'1atfonany-, -but .do 11ot ,want to- quit it .
-~cause oHhe decline of the-N ewl,eft antt···~Orf tne"otnernancr;Tfy"bi!"a'gree W I ~ ~ and provide an alternative form to the
because' quite correc~ly they see•-::~o _ _ - / _..._
the central mistake in my approach,
me that material conditions are not m
Democratic Party, at which point NAM
other national organiz~tion curre.~ _,,_
and ·counterposing getting national
and of themselves sufficient to deterwill join this formation and try to put
existing that provides much· cifrui";lter- ,
publicity for NAM to the real task. of
.mine what ideas people will hol~, t~en
forward its 9 wn socialist perspective.
native. And there are a host of people
organizing which, he suggests, NAM
the centrality of a party ~r organiza~mn
Or NAM will join some national coalilili~ m!self who woul_d become mo~e ·
that actively propagates its concept10ns
tion on the economy rather than form
active m NAM should NAM ev~r begm
did do in the past several years.
Although all of these points are a diverand approach to the world becomes evithat coalition around socialist politics.
to take itself seriously and beg1:1 to-·act
The difference· is crucial: instead of
like a p~litical jorce. But I am_ m~eassion from the central issue, they shoulc, -dent. Hence, if that organization has
be quickly disposed of.
mistaken ideas or a political self-conNAM conceiving of itself as the voice of
ingly convinced that the same 1rrat10nal
· If would be absurd to suggest that a
ception that leads its members ~o feel
those working people who can find no
feelings of powerlessnes_s that have
national organization could be formed
essentially powerless, that fact will be a
home in the Democratic· P11,rty and are
cril?pled us in the ·pas_t still have
single-handedly by one person. But
factor in causing others to feel that t~ey
tired of m~aningless liberal promises,
roots: and that any future _political
some people can play' a central role.
too cann?t act. Hence the snowball~ng
NAM conceives of itself as .a.sect group
practice must ha~e as m~e of its goals
Here was mine: In May 1971 I decided
effect: individuals look at the growmg
which will join something that others
the_development of a social-_Psychology
that a new national organiz 11tion
. eco~omic and political crisis of the
form and then _agitate for its politics.
that can directly addr~ss this probl~m.
needed to be formed that would speak
society and they feel overwhelmed.
But the Left does not need another sect
And. I am deeply desirous of heari_ng
to working -people, raise. the issue of
When they look around for some for~
group, even if it is a better and more
from 110opl~ who share my p~r~p~ctwe
socialism, and avoid the irrationalities I
of collective response, they see orgamrational sect group than the other
'and who wish to work t~g~ther m _the
had seen in much of the practice of the
zations like NAM offering. no really
existing ones; the Left n-eeds a mass
developm-ent of 8: political socrnl_old New Left. In an article that
viable leadership. Or more likely, they
formation with a socialist perspective.
psychology appropriate for those of ~s
appeared in Ramparts the next month,
look around and they don't even hear
It is not that NAM tried to do that.and
who sh~re the bas~c contours of N~M s
about NAM or ~ny.other left group·. So
failed; it is that NAM rejected· this
socialist perspect1_ve. ~lea_~e write to.
I called for the formation of such an organization. I then pro.ceeded to write a
they decide ·they can only work out
.original conception' and shrank its
me clo The Wright Institute, 2728
long document entitled "~~w Ameri~
personal solutions for themselves._ Or~
vision of its possibilities, and that new
Durant Ave., Berkeley, CA.
can Movement" which_ specifically laid
else, like Boyte and othets on the right'
·
out the politics of the organization, the
wing of NAM, they wait for_ liberal
Democrats to take the leadership hoporganizational form, and the strategic
l
focus for the first several years. After - ing that new coalitions will form in
which NAM can enter and push its
rewriting that document in light of disJ
cussions with Chip Mars~all and
politics from the sidelines li~e most _tra~
Theirrie Cook Theirrie and I formed a
ditional sect groups. It 1s not _Just
chapter of th~ New American Moves
people's ideas ·but what is c:i;itical is_
ment in Berkeley and Chip did the
their own estimation of thems~lves and
same in Seattle. ThEl three of us then
theirpotentionalpower, Itismycontenb~gan to travel around the country and
tion that the New Left was ctjtically
spent most of the next five months
weakened by its own_ sen_se of -poweraway from our homes, -on the road
lessI_1ess, its underestunat10n of its suethroughout the country meeting with
cesses, and its influence on the
organizers and forming chapters.• We
thinking of millions people, and its
were not simply spreading an idea, we
conviction that it would_ b~ permanent}!
were organizing. an organization, and
unable to reach a maJonty of "Amencans.
·
those who were interested were urged
to join us and form chapt~r.s. We raised
To be sure, there was an objective
money to pay for our bus expenses and
correlate: the failure to.. ~nd the war
the printing of the first two editions of
immediately. Nevertheless, the New
the NAM newspaper, and 'we simulLeft was having tremendous impact int
taneously arranged for a democratic
limiting the alternatiyes ·available to
structure in which chapters already in
the war makers, in forcing them to deescalate for political reasons precisely
fonnation would send representatives
to a Chicago meeting to plan the
at a moment when they would have preferred to escaiate for military reasons
and in calling into question the capita
* Michaei Lerner is the author of The.
ist-imposed way of life that' dominate
Neu· Socialist Revolution (Dell, 1973),
American consciousness. That impa
and a therapist in Oakland. ·
\\'.as felt in every corner o~the society
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(Continued from Page 7)'

as those investments that are earmarked for
unproductive or anti-s~cial uses.
The American Left has failed historically to pay
sufficient attention to agricultural. questions. The
current inflation in food prices should have persuaded us that this condition requires immediate
rectification. Few radicals understand the relationship between agriculture and industrial production,
and the historic rolethe food sector has played in international affairs -and in relation to world, famine
and hunger. We should demand full release of farm
lands that were retired under federal policies for the
purposes of keeping prices up; a new appr9ach to
• the question of capitalism in far.ming, processing,
and food marketing, and an across-the-board roll
back in retail and wholesale processing prices.,
At the same time we should oppose public service
jobs and public works that are low-paying, dead-end
employment and are construed wi~hin the prevailing
racist and sexist patterns of building trades and bureaucratic hierarchies. Public service employment is
a wage-cutting program because it pays near to the
minimum wage. For example. an auto worker who
was paid $5.60 an hour in 1974 might receive a job-in
Detroit General Hospital for something more than
half the wage, or be given a job in the park department paying the minimum wage. Since wages are
paid according to the amount of commodities needed
to reproduce labor power and to supply future
workers - and only incidentally according to degree
of skill or danger-it should not matter .whether the
worker is employed in one place rather than another.
Finally, NAM and other groups should begin the
c;ampaign against the wage and price controls that
are now in preparation by the administration. We
should oppose the revival of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation and a version of the Nationa1
Recovery Act already under consideration. These
institutions are examples of the friendly fascism that
is the corporate answer to the new international
situation.
In another column, I will discuss the details of the
program and deal with the issue of inflation in rela·
tion to it.
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F ~ ~ ~ i r f s - f o t ,..§_a1e as a
fundraising project of Fox River Valley
NAM. "New American.- Movement"
printed over a clenched fist, silkscreened hued, of course.
All sizes. White shirts' ,-$2.50. (:olor
shirts (specify color) $3.50. All orders
plus postage· prepaid. Order from
Fox.River Valley NAM.
P.O.Box311
Du~dee, IL 60118

Middle East
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other alterpativ.e. You don 't1even offer me humiliating
terms, to J>e admitted through the rear door into the
progressite or15Y. Yf?U don't even want me to overthrow my j!f)vernment._ You only want me to
surrender~ unconditionally, lll).d to believe the spokesmen of the revolution that henceforth no Jewish
doctors will be murdered, and ,that they will limit
themselves to the declaration that Zionism is responsible for the riots in Warsaw.•'
Israel's alliance with the U.S. is a result, not a
cause, of the Middle East conflict. This marriage of
convenience parallels that of the Arab states with the
Soviet Union, giving both great powers opportunities
for exploiting the situation for their own ends.
One belief popular oh the U.S. Left is that Israel
constitutes a "settler colonial state" comparable to
South Africa or Rhodesia. It seems to me that to have
any meaning this term refers to a situa~ion in which
IUJ\Orphous cQllections of westerners bent on pillage
and profit have come to live in privilege and comfort
on the backs of the "native" peoples of a country,
among whom they compose a tiny minority. Whites in
the- latter countries 9ompose less than 10 percent of
the population and ·enjoy the highest standard of
living in the world based on the exploitation of millions of Afrieans. Jews emigrated-and continue to
go~to Israel, often at tpe cost of a lower living standard, to escape persecution and because there was nowhere else they could live. They do not compose a
pitch-helmeted elite at the pinnacle of a social structure but -have a complete class distribution. The
majority of them are not Em.:opean but come from the
Middle East itself-almost 600,000 refugees from
Arab countries·, deprived of their property and liveli~
hoods in those states.

me. I'm still the same person and I still want to live ...
They tell me they just fight against the 'Zionist
structure' not the Jews, but what they call the 'Zionist
structure' ,is
self-determination. ~hey say they 'Xill
respect the rights of Jews to practice their religion in
the new Democratic Palestine. Do you think I will give
back· statehood for the right to belong to a religious
sect? If there is no way for us to stay alive and
preserve ourselves _as a pe~ple, then the Jews have
the same rights as Algeri.ans and Black Pan,thers-we
have to organize self-defense and fight back.''
Israeli Jews unanimously agree with those sentiments. In fact, it is precisely those Jews from the Arab
countries, who·the PLO claim will eventually support
them, who are 'the most .nationalistic. They have
already e~perienced being" Arab Jews" and living in
Arab "secular d,emocratic states" and they do not
wis4 to repeat the experienfe.

my

. SOURCE Ill

!ORGANIZING fOR.

HEALTH CARE

••• a manual for challenging the
profit-oriented health industry
••• describes hundreds of groups
wo.rking on mental patient's
rights, occupational health, women's health, community controlled clinics, and much more
••• reviews books, films, etc.,
usefui for education and organizing. 256 pp. $5.95

SURVIVAL MEANS COMPROMISE

The fact that the PLO's leadership is not socialist
does
not encourage one to trust in their understanding
.also available:
of the national questio:U or of class internationalism.
Source I: Communications, 11.6pp.
But the class and ideqlogical leadership of both the
$.175
.,.
Source 11: Housing, 264pp. $2.95
PLO and Israel do not hold their positions by
accident-as long as national survival is the paraSource, P.O. Box 21066, Wash.,
mount question for bot~ sides, class questions, and inD.C. 20009
deed all other political and social questions, will be
shelved. This is why a just settlement based on two independent national homelands would be such a
victory for progressiv~ forces. With the end of the
focus of Middle East politics on this nationalist conISRAEL AND ):'HE PALESTINIANS
flict the ruling elites of all the countries involved could
None of these arguments is meant to justify or deny
no longer tell their people that their living standards,
the sufferings of the Pai:.:itinian people. Fot the
their democratic rights, and their political allegiances.
problem of Zionist thought was that although it irideed
must be put aside for ttie cause of total victory•
started with a •'people without a land,•• it did not
Yet neither side' ca)) win a military conflict. The
1967 war demonstratec;l to Israel that no matter how
come to a , 'land without a people," to paraphrase one
big a victory Israel gained the Pale1>tinians and the
of its famous slogans. The complex history of that
Arabs wou,ld not go ~way, for onlJ six years later
:!~~~g:u~:!~:s!:ir:ti~:;!~;;:!s
~nother war broke out. 'The 1973 war demonstrated to
bitterness on both sides. The UN partition plan of
the Arabs that even y;ith the element of surprise,
1947 sought to solve this conflict by giving both sides
unique new military weapons, rare Arab unity, fullan opportunfty for 'independence; if it had been acscale Soviet support. -Broad world backing, the oil
-cepted by the Arab states there probably would not.
boycott, and a lack of preparedness on the· Israeli side
have been any refugees.
that apprl?ached incompetency, the Arab states could
During the following y~ars _the Israeli government
not militarily win the war. The Palestinian guerrillas
have been most ineffective.
refused to recognize Palestinian national rights while,
rather than allowing a Palestinian state in tl)e Arab-Recognition of these facts has fed to a growing
held areas of the country Jordan took over the West
movement on each side for a corµpromise settlegient.
-·
•- -= •. · · '- · • · • · - ·•
• ·• ··_ _.,. 6'e~fu'ifce-i:·o'f1Td"te'ai:l"tb-rfi"epossibrr.:::: •
The rise of, an independent Palestinian movement
ity of transcending the.current divisions. In this vein,
offers a way out of.this impasse. Far the vast majority
Shafik al-Hout, one ofYassir Arafat's closest advisers,
said recently., "We want to go home to Palestine, but
of Palestinians are more interested in building a national lite, a culture, and a political-economic identity
we know that it is a practical impossibility to
than in serving as a pawn for the jockeying of Arab
dismantle or liquidate Israel. I am sure that coming
states and leaders for. more power. Thus the PLO has
generations in a Palestine partitioned between Israel
proposed establishment of an independent Palestinian
and the Arabs will be able to live in peace and love.
state on the West Bank and Gaza Strip. While many
This is the historical trend. Jews and Arabs have had
outsiders still are almost eager to stage ·a fight to the
enough of racism and discrimination.'' This approach,
althougli still a minority in Isr~eli politics, is appealing
last ,Arab and Israeli, such a proposal is an important
step forward.
.to a growing peace movement which has express~d its
position not only in protests but in the parliament and
While the Israeli government should be strongly
criticized for its refusal to recognize the Palestinians
even in the Israeli cabinet.
as a negotiating partner and to hQld talks with the
It seems to me that_ the U.S. Left should support
PLO, it is also reasonable for them to expect recognithese elements on both ·sides, while not supporting
either exclusive nationalism uncritically. There is,
tion for Israeli-Jewish national rights. A settlement
would imply mutual pledges of non-belligerency, - something definitely wrong with the Left's current
mutual demilitarized areas, and international border
analysis in which, as Kenan puts it, "even an Israeli
guarantees. Such a settlement would be the preleftist is an imperialist. And an oil sheik is a socialist.
Somebody has already decided to sacrifice us ... At
condition for political struggles within Israel aimed at
equal rights for national minorities and for social revo- · one time world revolution has been sacrificed on the
lution. Israel wou\d remain a preponderantly .Jewish
alter of revolution in ope coQntry. Today the calculastate, but a state much more integrated into the
tion is somewhat subtler. Today they try to explain to
region.
us that there is an Arab soqialism. That there is an
In the past, the PLO and its supporters have used
Egyptian socialisµi, and an Alg~rian socialism. There
the slogap. of a so-called "secul.ar, democratic state"
is· a 'socialism of slave~traders and a socialism of oil
_as a solution. This position has been relatively effectmagnates. There are al!I kinds of socialisms, all aiming
really at one and the ~ame thing--the overthrow of
ive with many thjrd world countries and estern radiimperialism, which happens to be one and indivisible.
cals although it has oO;en been juggled with qther
positions, depending on the audience. Thus, the·
Once there was only a '3ingle kind of Socialism, which
Palestine National ·Covenant, as amended by the
fed on principles, some of them moral. On the day the
Fourth Palestinian Council in Cairo in July 1968, only
morality died there wii.s born the particular, conven' offers to allow Jews who were in Palestine in 1917 to
tional socialism, changing from place to place and
remain in the co~ntry. More important, there is not in
from time to time, for which I have no other. name but
~my way any recognition for Jewish national rights. . National Socialism."
One would not have t,o agree with all of Kenlll).'s
The new state would clearly be Arab in every r~pect
and Jews, no matter when they arrived, would be alconclusions to note that there has developed on the
lowed to stay if they were willing to be a quiet
Left a certain cynical strategic sense which had te,nded
1
minority.
·
to prohibit criticism of certain dictators because they
The utopian nature of this plan is clear the instant
are "our dictators, or certain terroristic acts bec~use
one begins to consider its practical implementation. If
they are perfprmed by:organizations which call themthe PLQ destroyed Israel, who would govern the new
selves liberation movei:nents, and of certain countries,
state-certainly no former leaders of Zionist parties
both China and the USSR particularly, because they
would be allowed to hold office, and PJ;O leaders have
call themselves socialifit.
stated that even the Israeli Communist Party is
In the Middle East' today nobody is likely to fool"Zionist." Who would co~pose the army-certainly
anybody else. The Arabs. are not going to get Israel to
give them a strengthened oppo1unity to destroy
. no former Israeli officers would ·b~ allowed to serve.
itself, no matter how much pressure is applied, and
Who would occupy any given house or farm any given
field? The history of attempt to force conflicting na~
tlie Israelis are not going to get a solution leaving out
the Palestµiians or subjecting them to King Hussein.
tionalisms into. a single state is not an encouraging
Whether or not a political settlement can take place
one, the failure of Cyprus being only the. latest
example.
.
without another war we do not know, but we should
Coinmenting on this issue, Kenan writes, "A few
support a solution r~cognizing the _rights of both
· years ago they called me a Jew and wanted to kill me;
nations in that land for which so much blood has
· now they call me a Zionist and they still want. to kill
already been shed.
·
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Detroit

Among the ranks of the auto workers
there exist only the seeds of a possible
organized resistance. The United National Caucus, a: progressive opposition
which dates back tQ the late 1960s and
which is the source of some of the fac(Continued frQm Page 1)
tory-colonizing Left, is attempting to
-organize unemployed councils at Decircumstances, according to· the .controit area locals. UNC has, predictably,
tr~ct, SUB credits are exhausted at an
advanced the "open the books" and
accelerated rate. Unless there is a sub"30 for 40-No Ch'.ertime" demands,
stantial recall of auto-workers, tliere is a
and has called for· an emergency UAW
s_trong posftbility th,e GM-and Chrysler
convention. Their capacity to extend
funds· will collapse by spring. "This
their real influence oeyond a few locals
program," explains UAW vice-presi- · and to shed the image of the token opdent Irving Bluestone, "was not deposition remains unclear ..Marty of the
signed to meet a qisaster or crisis situayoung white Left who entered the faction such as we have today.''
tories in the past three years have lost
Thousands of workers laid off by the
their jobs (ptobably permanently) and
energy panic last winter will have
no grbuping o~ the Left can claim anyexhausted their resources_ by this,
significant influence current:\), am<mg
~pring. Thousands more of the lowthe :tanks of auto workers.
seniority workers who lost 'their· jobs
Given the opportunities •which will
this fall will face a similar plight. If
exist, Detroit presents a frustrating
these are joined by tens of thousands
prospect, especially when one grasps
whom SUB has failed, Detroit may
what the contraction in auto may well
Qecome so devastated that the poli'.tical
exemplify about the future of the
possibilities cannot yet be remotely calAmerican economy.
culated. Some of the actors in the
drama can, however, be asse°'ssed.
A SHORT-RUN PROBLEM?
In 1973 Detroit elected its first Black
Surveying the dismal sales figures
mayor, Coleman Young, ·a state senator
with a radical past antl ii progressive· recently, _µM's new chairman, Thomas
M~phy, lamented, ·"I keep scratching
record. Young has been l:j. monumentai'
disappointment to those who expected
my head and ask4lg myself, 'Why?'''
an aggressive reform a(iministration.
Good question.
During the current crisis he has had
The official industry explanation is
little to say. He fs under.pressure from
simple and simpleminded. During
Chrysler to•'grant tax relief as the price· • 1971-1973' car makers had three good
for keeping the old Jefferson Assembly
years in a row, which means there is a
Plant. open beyond model 1975 and he
large inventory of "undriven miles"
out on the freeways. Then the price of
will probably caye in. Twenty million
fed,eral dollars- are in· the pipeline for
raw _materials inflated. The favored
example is steel,. up 35 % since fall of
unemployment relief extensions, but
Young is apparently ready to stretch
1973. Finally, large claims are made
_ the law and good sense by using a subabout the cost of ihe federal standards,
stantial hunk of these funds- to rehire
an alleged average of $615 ·per un1.t now
and double this when model 1977 ardi!;!charged city workers, including
police trainees. He ·is and will remain
rives.
.
The public wisdom of the managers'
one. more Biack mayor presiding over
the decay ofa·Black city.
· _
is that it's a sh9rt-run problem wltj.ch
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counted for 47% of Chrysler Corporation's earnings in 1973.
As productive investment goes elsewhere, the real capital base of ".the
domestic economy shrinks and a classiTO REALLY COMPREHEND the
cal inflationary pattern is established,
meaning of the auto contraction, howcomplicated in turn by the consequenever, one must go beyond even the
ces of the multinational's centralization
long-term dynamics of the market. The
and integration of agriculture, textiles.,
signal feature of the world economy in
clothing, etc. When the average Amerthe past decade is the rise and consoli- . ican .family lays out over one-third of
dation of the multinational C\}rporathe budget to eat, sleep, and clothe,
tions. Over 30% ~ftotal U.S. corporate
itself, those who labor to _produce
profits now come from overseas opera•
consumer durables are in trouble.
tions. Still more significant, one-fourth
Detroit's impending. depression may
of total investment was overseas last
be the most dramatic" demonstration to
year .and the top ·multinationals emdate of the price-the A~erican working ·
ployed 25 % of the workers outside of
class will pay for the rise to hegemony
the U.S. Overseas production acof the s~pran:atictnal co,rpors,tions.

~--- Nor i~ an~~_?=bpt c~mg!icN wi_tnr·=---ereef4,,J19.!1,Jl'li~re~~R--~a.tl!·MJ:, ;:ei.c'dl.i ?OluCDb...
l!na'lgE..iE_:O~l.ifii:tl{:hUletllisqal~e~s
.- · capitalto~expecte,:ftf"~
n.,
bureaucrats. at Solidarity House·. Irving
Lee Iacocca, "People want econo~yBluestone's plea about the difficulties·
~d they \\'.ill pay any ,prioo for it."
of SUB reflects the tone of the UAW
A HISTORY OF SUBVERSION
brass and their.considerable apparatus!
---~8lll~in popular attitu®S has made it
gifficult for scandals to be swept under
They have bought the corporation,' s
the rug in the name of national
Why is the CIA so sacrasanct? Since
explanation of and program. for the
its inception .in 1947, the CIA has been
security. At the same time, the Watercrisis and li'.re pushing it full° ·bore.
gate investigations came close enough
an indispensable part of American forvyoodcock has called for a moratorium
eign policy. Leading American capitalto the CIA that elements withiri the
on federal auto health and safety stand(Continued from Page 1)
agency felt overexposed and began
ists, when. faced )'Vi.th the challenge of
ards, claims that the ·corporations can't
highty sele<;tive leaks to the press to
victorious revolutions, have used the
contain prices, and has the union
protect and justify their particular .
CIA to protect their vjtal intersts when
1961, Connor negotiated the agreement
funding an a~vertisip.g campaign to
more overt, 'm1litary mean,!!_ appeared
positions.
buy Aiµerican a1id whip inflation.
with Cuba to free captured gusanos in
unfeasible. Since the CIA's budget.._i_s
This second outcome of Watergate
But Woodcock;'s vice-presidents do
exchange for pharmaceuticals .. Connor
was an· intelligenc~ officer during . hidden _and its activitii;is known only to '"'- ·has intensified an already existing
'him one better: Kenn Bannon, head- of
personal and ideological factionalisxp
a s_elect group of high officials, the CIA
the Ford Department, has said that
Worl.d War II and later worked for the
within the CIA and throughout the
"people in Washington should keep
could engage
operations that could
Navy Department.
iarger intelligence -~stablishment intheir noses out of the auto industry''
neither b.e traced nor supervised by the
• Erwin Griswald, former solicitor
cluding the FBI and the Defense IntelGeneral, argued in court for the army's
American Congr~ss, much less by t~e
and stop bothering the companies and
ligence Agency (DIA). While there's no
the UAW, which are ''working hand-inAmerican people.
right to spy on anti-war demonstrators.
reas9n to· believe that any of these facWith the growth of the imti-war and
He also represented the· government
glove on solving the problems." And
tions desire more than a rearrangement.
Bluestone has actually suggested that
Bh\ck pow.er movements during the
against the New York Times during the
of forces within the intelligence comthe still employed take a pay cut by
Pentagon Papers dispute.
mi<i-60s, the·CIA began to engage in
munity, their competitive jockeying
donating their cost-of-living increases
• The most openly right-~g mem- · domestic surveffiance to counter .the
impact ·of these groups on the gov~mmay lead farther than theY, wish.
to the shrunken SUB fund at GM ..
ber of the panef may be the only one
Perhaps the most important change
There-has not been nor should one
ment' s ability to carry out its foreign
not directly connected with the CIA,
behind the new furor over the CIA is
expect the slightest ~~iticism of Jhe
policy, especially in Vietnam. In those
but sur~ly no one can 'doubt Ronald
the fact that many of the CIA' s ·most
years and until very recently, the CIA
social forc~s which have produced the
Reagan's willingness to support the
recent actions have failed, undermined
not only spied on American dissidents,
current crisis and threaten to smash the
CIA's activities to the hilt. .
other aspects of American foreign pollives of so many of their constituents
but also infiltrated various student and
• Lym.an Lemnitzer was chairm~
icy, or offended leaders of foreign govfrom the lea<;Ieri;hip of America;s sup~ .of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during-the
Black prganizations hoping ·to influence
ernments. The CIA has thus become
posedly most progressive major unio~.
opinion· in. a direction. favoral)le to the
Bay of Pigs iilvasj.on and is a member of
vulnerable to attack by State DepartCIA. The best example of this kind of
the Committee of Forty which super'ment diplomats and liberal elements of
infiltration was the National Student
vises CIA ac,tivities..
·
Association whlch the CIA partially . the ruling class. That the New York
It's most likely that the Rockefeller
Times published these revelations at all
funded
in the mid-60s.
.panel will do nothing more than ackwhen
similar stori~s were quasned in
Wlien
Nixon
became
president
in
nowledge the domestic spying stories
the past, is•an indication that for those
1968, the CIA .expanded its ·domestic
that have already been published and
liberal elements thete is no longer a
activities and 'infiltrated campus dem-.
recommend that the FBI rather than
necessary
equation between the CIA
c9mpiled
extensive
onstrations.
It
also
the CIA resume that role in the future.
and the nation; s "best interests." ,
dossiers
on
U.S.
citizens
who
actively
It's quite doubtful that congressional
opposed the Indochina war. These file~
committees that have never before
. THESE DEVELOPMENTS willnot of
are the basis of the most recent revelashown interest_ in CIA wrong-doings
their own momentum lead to anything
the
_Times.
,
tions
by
will suddenly probe fearlessly into th_e
more than a rhetorical and legalistic
history of CIA subversion.
assault 9n the fortref;ls of the CIA. They
.ROOTS
IN
WATERGATE
There's no reason to expect that the
do, however, provide a new _opening.for
CIA' s vast power will be decreased
those who would like to destroy the CIA
the
last
eight
mnnths
have
Only
in
because of these new revelations. The
rather than just x:emodel it. Whether
major news stories and books critical of
strength of the CIA has. enabled it to
the crack in the CIA.' s powerful wall
the
CIA
been
published
and
read
overthrow ·progressive govemments in
leads to an Uprooting of the foundation
widely by' the American public. WaterGuatemala, Iran, and Chile, as well
will depend on th~ force of popular angate
hae
been
responsible
.for
at
least
as to participate in Watergate crimes at
. ger and the Left' s ability to guide that
two
developments
which
have
helped
home.
anger·on target.
to throw some light on the ~IA. A
CIA director, William Colby
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Meanwhile, in the real world spendable income is now 'declining at more
than 6%, nearly 7,000,000 are out ot'.
work, inflation is double digit and the:wholesale pnce index was, _in November 1974, increasing at a rate of over
20 % annually.
Actually, there are more fundamen-·
tal problems for auto.'The post-World·
War II nublic investment decisions
which gave us freeways and suburbia
have, it is true, locked Americans into
an auto-dominated existellCe. But th~re'
are cracks in the auto makers' golden
egg: it is increasingly difficult to create
genuinely new demand. There i~ now
one car for .every two Americans. This
may be close to the point of ultimate
saturation. The Big Three may in the
future be selling to a· market based '
totally on replacement. Even in good
times the scrappage rate i!3 less th~
eight million per year.
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